
THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT PEOPLE PUT ON WATCH LIST WITH NO VETTING AT ALL, JUST GOOD OL’ BOY SAY-SO

–NSA Whistleblower Karen Melton-Stewart

As a slew of analysts dive in to interpret the now-revealed FISA memo, unearthing evidence of top-level FBI/DOJ corruption and connivance in striving to frame then- Presidential nominee Trump and keep him from the White House via allegations of treason and fabrication of a Russian dossier, enlightened Americans who care about the Constitution and lost American freedoms and rights wait for disclosure of the actual nature and depth of the Surveillance Abuse being committed by the Deep State on Americans and civilians worldwide.
Many know at this point—despite the lies and cover-ups of corporate Weaponized Media—that Surveillance Abuse rampant in the US and worldwide currently is about a lot more than spying on emails and phonecalls, but involves Weaponized Spying with deadly Electronic Warfare weapons—that is, electromagnetic, sonic, scalar neuroweapons—running “Electronic Surveillance” on civilians.

While emasculated journalists disdain to cover this subject, being occupied rather in collecting bloodchecks from corporate media masters, and even otherwise-intrepid CIA whistleblowers avoid speaking of the high-tech neuroweaponry being used by the dirty Deep State on Americans, NSA whistleblower Karen Melton-Stewart stands out as the lone Top Secret Clearance Intelligence Analyst retiree unafraid to name the monster for what it is, speaking openly on talk shows and forums about the horrors of modern-day Surveillance Abuse passing off as Surveillance, as reported here earlier:

NSA Whistleblower, Karen Stewart: Synopsis of the Silent Holocaust Taking Place in the United States

NSA Whistleblower Karen Stewart says Intel Community Now Full of People More Dangerous to Freedom than ISIS

NSA Whistleblower Karen Stewart Speaks Candidly About Illegal and Criminal NSA & FBI Programs of Organized Stalking and Electronic Harassment in the USA & Abroad

Today, Karen Melton-Stewart has released this informational #BiggerthanReleaseTheMemo flyer (below) on the DHS Terrorist Watchlist Scam to inform Americans that the revelations of the Nunes FISA memo are far surpassed by the crimes of wrongful identification of thousands, if not millions of innocent Americans as terrorists over the past seventeen years since 9/11, as billions of dollars have been funneled into the Surveillance industry, the Defense/Intelligence/Corporate complex, and into the creation and maintenance of the vast and Nazi-esque Department of Homeland Security.
Such wrongful identification has led to further abuses: “human trafficking: selling inhumane, nonconsensual kill contracts on victims to the military industrial complex, and the murder of innocent watchlisted citizens from torturous experiments” while, on the side, dirty backroom deals ensure profits for corporate criminals riding high on the hog of Military/Security/Intelligence counter-terrorism budget bounty: “ID theft, life insurance fraud, trust fund fraud, joint property purchases fraud that pay off ghost partners upon death (murder).”

Please download the pdf of this flyer here, and blanket your neighborhood with copies.

#BIGGERthanReleaseTheMemo

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

D.H.S.

TERRORIST WATCH LIST SCAM

THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT PEOPLE PUT ON WATCH LIST

WITH NO VETTING AT ALL, JUST GOOD OL’ BOY SAY-SO

CHAIN OF COMMAND & PYRAMID SCHEME PARTICIPANTS ARE

DHS / FBI / FUSION CENTERS / CIVILIAN VIGILANTES

(NEIGHBORHOOD NAZIS such as INFRAGARD)

REAL PURPOSE:

- STEALING TAX PAYER MONIES FOR FALSIFIED TERRORIST NUMBERS;
- HUMAN TRAFFICKING: SELLING INHUMANE, NONCONSENSUAL KILL CONTRACTS ON VICTIMS TO MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX;
- MURDER OF WATCH LISTED INNOCENT CITIZENS FROM TORTUOUS
EXPERIMENTS,
- ID THEFT * LIFE INSURANCE FRAUD * TRUST FUND FRAUD * JOINT PROPERTY PURCHASES FRAUD THAT PAY OFF GHOST PARTNERS UPON DEATH (MURDER)

TACTICS:
- BLANKETING AREA WITH FALSE AND VICTIOUS SLANDER & LIBEL OF TARGETED INDIVIDUAL (TI);
- MULTI-PERSON PAID RELAY-STYLE STALKING HARASSMENT 24/7;
- HOME BREAK-INS;
- PET THEFTS/MUTILATIONS/MURDERS;
- GASSING, POISONING, REWIRING SMART METERS TO KILL, USING HIGH TECH COVERT WEAPONS, SUCH AS DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS;
- COVERTLY IMPLANTING VICTIMS WITH CHIPS TO FACILITATE TARGETING

POLICE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE TOLD TO BUTT OUT OF SANCTIONED FEDERAL PROGRAM OR PARTICIPATE (THOUGH ENTIRELY UNCONSTITUTIONAL)

VICTIMS ARE FALSELY LABELLED MENTALLY ILL AND THEIR PLEAS FOR EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW ARE DISMISSED AND MOCKED

VICTIMS END UP WRONGFULLY MURDERED, INCARCERATED, OR COMMITTED.

–Author: Karen Stewart

The Exploiting of Surveillance Targets for Profit

The ways and means by which the Deep State—with its treasonous Globalist tentacles on the ground in the USA—has pulled off the wrongful targeting and neutralizing of innocent Americans while trafficking them into deadly military experimentation projects involving the non-stop use of carcinogenic, mutagenic, physically destructive and brain-invasive telemetry and radiation weapons the DOD purposively mislabels as “non-lethal” was explored here earlier at Real Talk True Media in two conversations with whistleblowers Midge Mathis and Karen Stewart.
The use of cover corporations and concealment of the targeting and trafficking operations being run by a conglomerate of Intel and corporate partners is still being explored by this team of whistleblowers and researchers.

**Challenging Surveillance Abuse: There’s a New Game in Town**

No doubt taking the secretive fusion center world by storm and fully intending to disrupt
comfortable lives of corruption in masonic Mil/Intel circles where Americans and Europeans are clearly being human-trafficked into New Age DOD/USAF/Navy/Other directed-energy weapons testing projects and various abusive non-consensual human experimentation neurotech/AI projects which essentially constitute Crimes Against Humanity, the Techno Crime Fighters Forum team blazed onto the scene a scant year ago.

A group of five whistleblowers originally led by Dr. Paul Marko and Mindy Urken of World Beyond Belief at his PineConeUtopia Youtube channel and currently broadcasting live at Ramola D Reports. Techno Crime Fighters Forum continues to speak openly about the horrors of this wrongful targeting, trafficking, and calculated assault and battery worldwide with EMF neuroweapons, covert Mil/Intel/corporate implantation, and unconscionable irradiation from cell towers, antennas, satellites, concealed microwave emitters in parked cars, garden equipment, and utility equipment. Techno Crime Fighters Forum released its 46th episode last week, focusing on Surveillance Abuse.
beyond the Nunes memo, and framing this assault on humanity within the context of the UN’s Agenda 21 and their continued, transhumanizing attempted takeover of humanity.

Over this past year of running this show weekly, organizational psychologist and researcher Dr. Paul Marko, video producer Mindy Urken, particle physicist Dr. Katherine Horton, pastor and counselor Dr. Millicent Black, NSA whistleblower Karen Melton-Stewart, and this writer have been contacted by and informed of the targeting and surveillance abuse experiences of numerous civilians and veterans in various states of the USA and countries of the world. Several have joined in providing research, donations, and informational assistance behind the scenes, and several continue to connect and communicate on social media in hopes of bringing these treasonous Deep State abuses fully to light and redressal.
In last week’s episode, Karen Stewart discussed the choice currently facing all Americans: whether to keel over and comply with Deep State takeover of neighborhoods demanding Stasi-like co-operation in the harassment, persecution, weapon assault and trafficking of other Americans—in which they’ve now been well-trained by anti-American Neighborhood Watch groups posing ironically as “Patriots”—or find some core American values of morality, ethicality, spine, and integrity within their souls and say No to these amoral assaults.

Dr. Marko discussed the part that humanity plays in suppressing humanity and pointed to ways in which people could begin to free themselves from the enslavement imposed by corporations and agencies in co-opting people to act against others. Dr. Horton, who joined the conversation later, relayed her success in presenting expert witness and testimony at a cornerstone case in Europe where the use of electromagnetic weapons on civilians was publicly discussed in court.

**NSA Can Use Any Country’s Satellites, Hardware for Surveillance**

This writer pointed to recent podcasts, including one with journalist Suzie Dawson (below) who is perusing the previously-released Snowden NSA documents and finding important information within them, including notice of the international agreements NSA has with other countries to use their satellites and hardware for surveillance, and of NSA customer bosses which include the Federal Reserve and the State Department.

**Clandestine Use of Neurotech, EMF Weaponry on Civilians Suppressed**
It’s a fact that despite corporate media seeking to deny, dismiss, and discredit the clandestine use of electromagnetic weapons, sonic weapons, neurotechnology and nanotechnology effecting brain invasion and brain interference, all this exotic but quite rolled-out-already and unethical neurotech—V2K or Voice to Skull, microwave hearing, Synthetic Telepathy, BCI-CBI systems, EEG Cloning, EEG Heterodyning, Bio-Robotizing, Forced Speech, Thought Injection/Insertion, Mood and Emotion Modification, Synthetic Dreams, RHIC-EDOM—remote hypnotic intra-cerebral control and electronic dissolution of memory—and other sources and methods of destroying and invading brains and bodies, once secretly raveled under MK ULTRA and other black-ops Intel programs, is increasingly being revealed by a few persistent whistleblowers and voices.

The DHS, FBI and the military/Intel complex seeks to suppress the witness of reporting victims—”Targeted Individuals”—with defamation and slander campaigns in neighborhoods, as Karen Stewart describes above.

Interestingly enough, those targeted are often ethical citizens who speak out against corruption and crime: in other words, their whistleblowing and activism has led to them being targeted by criminals in government with apparently globalist totalitarian aims.

**Deep State Treason Coded Into Sources and Methods**

Military Psy Ops, Joint Doctrines and Journals of Trickery and Deception, Clandestine Ops, and bizarre Executive Orders from former US President Barack Obama permitting the Military to run Psy Ops and Behavioral Research on Americans have permitted the treasonous, money-grubbing lot in the military/Intelligence/corporate complex to run Psychological Warfare ops in CONUS—the Continental United States of America—in addition to Electronic Warfare, Cyber Warfare, Information Warfare, and Asymmetric Warfare. Deep State Treason, anyone?

Far from being run by “Patriots,” these ghastly programs of assault and trafficking hiding under Surveillance are involved in taking down America and Americans and rolling this country up as vassal to international banks, corporations, mercenaries, and Orwellian Mafia, often fondly—and wrongfully—self-described as “The Elite.”
Two recent podcasts, Report # 46 with Dr. Eric Karlstrom on decoding Agenda 21 and Report # 47 with Drs. Horton and Marko on the Crown Corporation, the Vatican, and corporations in general explore the various species of psychopath running these deadly takeover operations on the rest of us.

Ultimately, a new Globalist Communist “Transformation” is underway, and Americans who give in to the Deep State in neighborhoods are Americans who are helping the Deep State take down America for good. Where do we each stand?
Please tune in Thursday mornings 11 am Eastern Time for more disclosures, and subscribe/check in to the podcasts being released on an ongoing basis at Ramola D Reports to understand the true depth and breadth, magnitude and atrocity of the Deep State’s—and your co-opted neighbors’—Surveillance Abuse of innocent and commendable Americans as well as Europeans, Australians, Asians, Africans today.

Please share this post widely.

RELATED:

Memorandum to President Donald J. Trump on Domestic US Torture Programs Running Under Cover of Surveillance

NSA Whistleblower, Karen Stewart: Synopsis of the Silent Holocaust Taking Place in the United States

Former US Navy Officer Walks Across America to Expose Covert Targeting and Neuro-Experimentation Program

NSA Whistleblower Powerhouses William Binney and Kirk Wiebe Stand Up to Support “Targeted Individuals” Worldwide

Deep State Whistleblower Cody Snodgres Reveals the Targeting of Americans with Mind Control, Microwave, Psychic Energy Weapons

2015: “Targeted Individuals” are Non-Consensual Subjects in Criminal, Clandestine, Classified “Top Secret” MKULTRA-Extended Mind & Behavior Control/Torture Experimentation by Joint Military/Intel/Justice/Academic Institutions, as well as Targets of COINTELPRO and Electronic Warfare

Open Season on Targets: Blacklisted Individuals, Extreme Abuse in Targeting, Secretive Lab-Rat Exploitation, & Massive Establishment Cover-Up

NSA Whistleblower Karen Stewart’s Petition for All Targeted Americans: Federal Government, Take Me Off Your Fraud Enemies List Now
Dr. Eric Karlstrom: Weather Warfare – Playing God with the Atmosphere and Earth

Posted on October 8, 2017 | Leave a comment

–Ramola D/Posted 10/8/2017

Dr. Eric Karlstrom, Professor Emeritus of Physical and Environmental Geography, California State University, publisher of the compendious research and information site NaturalClimateChange.org, returns to discuss the deadly reality of modern-day weather warfare being conducted by the US military, private industry, and Globalist maven's of Agenda 21/2030 who seem to be engaged full-time in destruction of Planet Earth.
Taking us through a presentation he gave a few years ago at a Commonwealth Club panel discussion in 2011, he details military and Air Force strategies and intentions as expressed in the 1996 Air Force document *Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather by 2025*, discusses long-term programs in modifying the weather inclusive of cloud-seeding and hurricane steering, names programs like Project Cloverleaf and the Shield Project, and names scientists like David Keith and Ken Caldeira who promote geo-engineering and run large-scale projects to increase the earth's albedo, reflect sunlight, and create electrified plasma in the atmosphere.

Additionally, Dr. Karlstrom describes the mythology of global warming, which has been shaping our consciousness for a while now thanks to a sweeping Globalist political and intellectual campaign to essentially usher in carbon taxes and support *Agenda 21’s* intentions to move nation states toward global governance—a falsely-green global dictatorship.

Considering that our skies continue to be filled with chemtrails and smart dust, these are topics the Globalists fear to have exposed apparently—so predictably perhaps our audio and video was somewhat interrupted, often at key moments in the conversation.

Nevertheless, we both deem this important information to disseminate, and I post this video in the hope that this presentation, and Dr. Karlstrom’s intent to educate and open the minds of all regarding the fallacies of global warming, the manipulations of manic men in the military and science, and the deliberate machinations of those Globalists seeking to govern the world through mass deception will indeed reach the world with its urgency of message intact.
Dr. Karlstrom will return soon to discuss further Hurricane Harvey in detail, the whole chimera of Global Warming which all of us who have been educated to believe in this concept as fact may need to revise our understandings of, and related subjects, in future podcasts. Please subscribe to the podcasts, share widely, stay tuned!

The presentation at NaturalClimateChange.org: http://naturalclimatechange.us/geo-en...

The presentation at 911Nwo.com: http://911nwo.com/?p=2180

Summary information on weather modification programs: http://naturalclimatechange.us/geo-en...

Also, on Hurricane Harvey: http://911nwo.com/?p=5133

RELATED:

My first podcast with Dr. Karlstrom on this subject, reported here: Dr. Eric Karlstrom: Hurricane Harvey was Weather Warfare Directed Against the American People by the US Government

Bye Bye Blue Sky reporter Suzanne Maher’s review of my recent podcast with Elana Freeland, also on weather warfare and related subjects: Elana Freeland – Takeover of Humanity: Transhumanism, Nanotech, 5G, Chemtrails, HAARP

Please re-blog, re-post, share widely, with linkback and attribution.

SHARE THIS:

SHARE THIS: Twitter Facebook LinkedIn Reddit Print Google Email Pinterest More

Posted in America, Waking Up
Tagged Bye Bye Blue Sky, Dr. Eric Karlstrom, Elana Freeland, geo-engineering, global cooling, Man-made Climate Change, Myth of Global Warming, Ramola D, Suzanne Maher, Weather Warfare, WeatherModification Programs
Just published on YouTube, my conversation with **Dr. Eric Karlstrom, Emeritus Professor of Geography, California State University**, on the subject of Hurricane Harvey and its aftermath, his new article on weather warfare, the chimera of Global Warming, and who is responsible. My notes on the video followed by excerpts from Dr. Karlstrom’s article below.

Wide-ranging and informative conversation on the very dire subjects of Hurricane Harvey and its aftermath in Texas, Hurricane Maria and its effect on Puerto Rico, various other hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes now being c/overtly manufactured in the giant planetary lab of the US military as the misleadingly named New World Order scrambles to roll out its ruthless depopulation agenda and flex its totalitarian muscle over all of Planet Earth.
Thousands of Americans are waking up today to the absolute reality of weather modification, published in patents for years, rolled out in military/industrial/governmental contracts permitting geoengineering, Stratospheric Aerosol Injection, and other massive earth-dominating projects, visible in our world today in the creation of superstorms and cyclones like Harvey, Maria, Irma, Sandy, Katrina and earthquakes and tsunamis like the Banda Aceh earthquake of 2004.

False-reality-pushing, disinformation, misinformation, junk science, outright lies, Tavistock eugenicist depopulationist agendas and other such have created the near-Gospel intellectual paradigm of Global Warming—bolstered by corporate media (run by media moguls who also own the weather stations) in service of the corporate military industrial complex and the central bankers and financiers pushing the Communist NWO down all our throats, Dr. Karlstrom elaborates.

Delving into Epochs—such as the Holocene—from times past and examining epochal and cyclical glacial evidence for temperature changes, Dr. Karlstrom explains how we on Earth currently are experiencing levels of cooling, not warming. Global Warming, he explains, is a strategy and a paradigm, a neocon maneuver, a lie, as carbon dioxide, necessary for photosynthesis, for plant and tree growth, is demonized as culprit in this gigantic Weather Modification imbroglio where the US Military Industrial Complex hides its simulation modeling and ionosphere towing behind the blame-shifting and money-making of carbon footprints and carbon taxes, and even that falsely being laid at the individual consumer’s door, rather than at the feet of mega-polluting Big Military or Big Industry.

As a consequence, our air, soil, and water is filled with toxins, heavy metal particulates, viruses, molds, (and nanobots and neurotech sensors) as Geo-engineering expands into a massive industry involving commercial aircraft, Mil/Intel aircraft, chemical companies, pharmaceutical companies, all supposedly in the interests of blocking sunlight—which all of a sudden has been deemed desperately dangerous for the entire planet, life on which ironically has owed its entire existence to solar energy.

Also part of the context is the “Elite” criminal cartel desire to create a master-slave society (no thinking allowed, forget critical thinking). Depopulation as supercilious managerial strategy from
the self-consumed psychopaths who care nought for humanity but seem to have sprung from the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations with its emphasis on eugenics is central to this scenario; Dr. Rauni Kilde has noted that the Rio Summit in 1982 stated that 85% of the world’s population had to go.

These are no longer academic musings or languid explorations of “conspiracy theories.” Reports out of Texas show FEMA barges that look like floating prisons—consider that these barges have been built at all, well in advance of the current crisis, all in the interests of “crisis management” and “disaster management” while, in parallel construction, Defence contractors like Raytheon signed major contracts with the NOAA and others, and HAARP’s technology of phased-array antennas has been exported worldwide.

Dams have been released in New Orleans and Houston; reports of thousands of bodies being washed out to sea during Katrina are now being matched by reports of bodies with bullets in them floating in the floodwaters of Harvey.

These are unsettling reports—and you are cautioned to do your own research, use your discernment, begin to uncover things on your own, then inform your neighbor and fellow Americans. The fact is, Dr. Karlstrom stresses, we the American people have been attacked by factions in our own government—these are crimes of high treason which must be prosecuted as crimes against humanity.

America is under attack from foreign factions and corporations who have insinuated themselves inside our government—the result they seek is nothing less than entrenched criminality and permanent immunity from accountability for their by-now compendious encyclopedia of crimes.

Americans need to wake up and take hold of the nation again—the New World “Order” is a psychopath’s dream of dominance, Global Governance and One-World Government a well-packaged cover story for outright fascist takeover of humanity. Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030 are a part of this.

As first step, please start researching what exactly is going on and has been going on in the wake of Hurricane Harvey.

For more information, please see:

Dr. Karlstrom’s new article, with its own train of references (excerpted below):
Hurricane Harvey Was Weather Warfare Directed Against the American People by the U.S. Government

Amy Worthington’s summarizing and brilliant article, contextualizing this matter:

OPERATION CLOVERLEAF: The Most Dangerous Weapons Testing Program In World History
Chemtrails: Aerosol and Electromagnetic Weapons in the Age of Nuclear War

Starship Earth’s excellent summation on the entire current situation:

No Time for Subtleties; the New World Order is Rolling Out Their Depopulation Agenda in Our Faces [videos]

Dane Wigington’s excellent video analysis, inclusive of military industrial contracts:

Engineered Climate Cataclysm: Hurricane Harvey

Books and interviews with Dr. Nick Begich and Elana Freeland, experts on HAARP, including my recent interview with Elana Freeland, where she discusses subjects very close to the subjects Dr. Karlstrom covers:

Hurricane Harvey Was Weather Warfare Directed Against the American People by the U.S. Government

—DR. ERIC KARLSTROM

“We are in a Civil War. They are hunting and murdering people.” Sam Hancock, Volunteer Responder to Hurricane Harvey Crisis in Texas

ETK Introduction: As a 30-university Physical Geography professor, I can state unequivocally that the behavior of Hurricane Harvey was geoengineered, as indicated in this 30-second long time-lapse radar imagery:

This is exactly what a geoengineered hurricane looks like. Only seeing is believing! (Video)

Natural hurricanes do not make landfall and then go back out to sea and skip along coastlines. When natural hurricanes make landfall, they dissipate because they are cut off from their energy source, which is the latent heat of vaporization released into the atmosphere when water vapor condenses into water droplets. Hurricanes are fueled by this latent heat of vaporization that occurs naturally over warm (temperatures of 80 degrees F. or above) oceans in subtropical latitudes! When natural hurricanes make landfall, latent heat of vaporization no longer fuels the hurricane, wind speeds drop, and the storm is downgraded and is often incorporated, as the warm front sector, into midlatitude extra-tropical cyclones, which often bring copious amounts of rain to areas affected. By contrast, Harvey gives every evidence of being one of many recent examples of weather warfare conducted by weather control terrorists against the domestic population. Radar and satellite imagery clearly indicates that Harvey was more or less continuously steered and “juiced” (augmented) by directed energy.

The immediately imposed murderous, draconian, and totalitarian response to this emergency by federal agencies such as FEMA, CIA, National Guard, DEA, and FBI also indicate that the event and response were pre-planned and manufactured. I suggest that the information presented in the YouTube videos below demonstrates beyond a reasonable doubt that the U.S. Government, or
perhaps more accurately, those in control of the U.S. government, are waging a war of “terrorism” and “low-intensity conflict” against the American people and the United States of America.

The state-sponsored, synthetic, false flag Operation 9/11, shown on my website to have been carried out by elements of the U.S. government/military/intelligence complex in cooperation with Israeli Intelligence (Mossad) and American Jewish think tanks (the “neoconservative’s” Project for a New American Century) and “sayanim” (Jewish secret agents), was/is also an act of war, terrorism, and low intensity conflict against the American people. These same perpetrators, whom we may identify as “globalists” and Neo-Con Neo-Fascists (Zionazis) are most probably directing the ongoing series of artificial weather warfare events such as Hurricane Harvey, the F5 Joplin tornado of May, 2011, and many others:

The following conclusion seems unavoidable to this researcher: Ongoing weather warfare operations indicate that the U.S. government has been entirely captured by foreign and domestic enemies determined to destroy the U.S. We may speculate that this is because they believe that the American people and the United States government stand in the way of the implementation of their long-sought New World Order—one world (antichrist) government.

1) We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether world government will be achieved by conquest or consent."…

-James Paul Warburg, Feb. 7, 1950, before the U.S. Senate. Warburg’s father, Paul, was “father” of the Federal Reserve system. The Warburgs are a German-Jewish Illuminati family closely allied with the Rothschild family (King of the Jews).

2) In 1992, at the Rio Earth Summit Conference, it was official that 85% of the human population has to be eliminated.

- The late Dr. Rauni Kilde, M.D., author, activist

*Please visit Dr. Karlstrom’s site for the rest of this article and videos.*

Source: [911NWO.com](http://911NWO.com)
Fourth of July Note to America from CIA & NSA Vets: Stand Up Against Secrecy!

Posted on July 5, 2017 | 8 comments

Less than an hour remains, here on the East Coast, within this Fourth of July. I can hear scattered fireworks outside the window. Earlier, as I stepped out onto our deck to pot some plants, really late into this summer for that—petunias, impatiens, verbena—the neighbors set off what sounded like shotguns. Planes suddenly began flying to the west, east, and overhead. Two fighter planes—really, that’s what they looked like, sleek and lithe—nosed noisily in tandem across puffy barium-cloud skies. A neighbor pulled out his loudest lawnmower and drove it viciously across the sidewalk in front of his house. A couple other neighbor-men paraded virtuously, bare-chested, across their pools two backyards away, and began conversations in ultra-loud voices.

These are not unusual sights and sounds these days as I step out of my house. Not much has changed since 2015 when I made this post about asymmetric stealth warfare in American neighborhoods, on another Fourth of July.

But people are waking up in larger numbers today it seems, both here in the US and across the world. I’m cheered by that, although it doesn’t seem like it’s enough yet.

Last night I listened once more to this great talk by Kevin Shipp, ex-CIA, who speaks openly about the rise of Covert America, the primacy of Secrecy today, which permits programs like geoengineering spraying aerosols down on us, media sleep-ins with the CIA, Google staying mum about its sweet deals with the CIA and NSA but rolling out rampant censorship on one and all, bleating like Facebook about Fake News while helping Mainstream Media roll out that precisely en masse, and the need for Americans to start waking up, to take action to bring the Constitution back.
“The higher I got up in the Agency, the more I got to see illegal, unConstitutional, sometimes criminal activity that the Agency and some sectors of the “shadow government” I call it were doing...when the US Government violates the Constitution, they are committing multiple felonies based on the foundation of our government...this is a wake-up call, this is an alert. It is almost too late to stop what is now a post-Constitutional government...The Government, in a tyrannical form, is now ruling the people by subversion, force, and fear–sadly that is what we have today.” –Kevin Shipp

Numbers of Americans Signing Non-Disclosure Agreements to Preserve Secrecy/Image: Video of Kevin Shipp’s Talk, Geoengineering Watch
Discussing the large and unwieldy Secret Shadow Government the length and breadth of which even Congress is not cued-in about, and which is operating outside the Constitution, he says:

“It's over–as far as the Constitution goes, and that's why I’m here today, because some of us want to bring that back. The only way to do it is to stand up against this. There's risk involved, but we have to do it. Because if we don’t, we're going down.”

He goes on to discuss the spraying of toxins in our atmosphere, vaccinations, and autism, and commends all who brave the assaults of governmental intimidation, harassment, and destruction of reputation, who “take the heat yet keep going”: “It’s a time for courage, a time for truth.”

I couldn’t agree more. Especially now, when everything that Ronald Bernard, the Dutch banker whistleblower, reveals points us to the recognition of absolute lunatic mayhem at the top of the totem pole, with a so-called “elite” gang of smooth-shaven, well-heeled criminals sitting around sacrificing babies and killing children and drinking their blood, while making policies about mandatory vaccinations, bee-killing, tumor-inducing GMOs, robots, supersoldiers, mind-hiving, electronic surveillance, police tangos with the military, transhumanism, cyborging, cybernetics, and the non-stop spraying of humanity with barium, lithium, and nanobots for the rest of us.

And with what many false flag analysts and Seven point us to in the case of the Grenfell Tower fire as an actual Satanic mass-murder ritual whereby innocent babies, children, and families have been sacrificed, with what analysts like Ole Dammegard point us to in the case of all false-flags, “active shootings,” and “terror drills,” being rolled out today. With what other NSA whistleblowers point us to as well: Bill Binney spells out here that the NSA thrives on lies, Karen Stewart spells out here that Directed-Energy Weapons are being used on civilians in electronic surveillance and harassment programs which essentially translate to slow-kill programs, and Thomas Drake speaks passionately here about the falling of America to a Secrecy-obsessed extra-Constitutional State, at his acceptance of the 2011 Sam Adams Associates Award for Integrity in Intelligence:

“I consider the immediate aftermath of WWII as the real turning point when the American Dream began to go south at the very moment when the U.S. sat astride the world at the pinnacle of power. Consider all the centralizing legislation for a national security state that was passed either by Congress or put into play by the Executive Branch. And therein lies the problem.

For this is when the American Republic began its transformation into a national security state and then this transformation was exponentially accelerated as a result of 9/11 into a Top Secret America an increasingly ‘off the books’ secret government operating within our
Constitutional form of government that hides behind unitary executive privilege and the invocation of state secrets when questioned or held to account.

President Dwight Eisenhower warned us about the rise in this kind of a complex in his Farewell Address. Sen. Frank Church feared the future, and that given the right circumstances turning back might not be possible, if the national surveillance complex turned its enormous capabilities on the U.S. from within, with even more advanced technology.

We now live in post-9/11 America, only to suddenly discover that we are not doing the driving and the brakes are failing and others are in the front and backseat and also following us.

What country do we want to keep? We increasingly no longer govern ourselves as in of, for and by the people.” – Thomas Drake

The reality on the ground, with uber-surveillance extant in the realm of radiation surveillance and neuro-surveillance, while being kept concealed from a larger public by lies and denial from Mainstream Media, is outlined brilliantly here in this close analysis by Dr. Eric Karlstrom of the New Phoenix Program being run within the US and worldwide, in this delineation by Dr. Karlstrom of these electronic/neuro programs, and in this exhortation to Americans from Dr. Katherine Horton to wake up and save America and the American victims of the DOD/CIA electronic concentration camps, before it is too late.

And cutting no corners, Robert David Steele, also ex-CIA, reminds us what the wealthy-by-crime set at the top of all the pyramids of power are actually doing: “(I)t was not until recently that I have realized that every aspect of our government, economy, and society is controlled by a Satanic elite using a Deep State construct to manage all people, all corporations, all property, all land, and even all social conventions...”

The crux of it all is the pedophilia and pedosadism that lies at the heart of the control operations run by the secret societies:

“Using a mix of bribery and blackmail, the elite control every government...

“Now here is what is not yet being properly covered:

First, that close to one million children a year go missing across the USA every
Second, that beyond pedophilia lie Satanic murder rituals in which children who have been kidnapped or bought into slavery or exported from Haiti by the Clinton Foundation and its surrogates and others, are tortured and murdered with impunity.

Third, that the drinking of adrenalized child’s blood – blood is adrenalized when the victim is tortured and terrified before death – think of the Chinese boiling dogs alive to adrenalinize the blood and “improve” the flavor of the meat – is the ultimate pedophile “high.” Silicon Valley’s Peter Thiel is on record as receiving transfusions of children’s blood. Say what? –Robert David Steele

Yes, the Fourth of July 2017 has come and gone. This is still America, but it’s Secrecy-Riven America, and apparently Satanic Pedosadist America.

Small groups around the country are fighting the disinformation and Psy Ops flowing out from massively funded Covert Ops agencies with investigative reports, with new ventures for governance, such as this group’s Beacon 37 initiative, also named Lawful Government Platform (more on this soon).

But it’s not enough. It won’t be enough until more and more of us wake up and start realizing the only way to save our kids from this scourge, to save our grandkids, all future generations, is to stand up with courage as Kevin Shipp advises and start tearing the Secrecy down now.

The transhumanists’ plan to robotize, neuro-monitor, neuro-modify, nano-botize, radio-track, and generally degrade, disrupt, and destroy humanity–as spelled out in their various military manifestos by 2025, by 2040–aided by 5G, smart meters, the Internet of Things, AI, all of it is already here.

If the urgency of this isn’t apparent yet, it is time to start informing oneself on these subjects via alternative media–we have entered an age of techno-tyranny, medical fascism, and futuristic neuro-hacking and bio-takeover; scientists have abandoned soul for greed, ethics and Informed Consent have fallen by the wayside, you won’t hear about it in the mainstream press, and really, there’s no-one left but you and I to stand up and make a difference.

Please commit to learning more, speaking out, and acting in whatever way you see fit–peace-
centered, out of conscience and heart, to restore sanity to America and the world.

–Ramola D/7/5/2017
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Re-posted below, with the author’s permission, is Dr. Eric Karlstrom’s recent analysis—originally posted at his website—of the current-day C/overt Op Phoenix-extended “domestic pacification” and electronic assault and slavery operations ongoing in the fallen United States of America, in Europe, in Australia, in New Zealand, in India, in Thailand—in countries around the globe!—all part of the New World Horror that’s been unfolding around us, which is literally torturing “Targeted Individuals” to death — while Mainstream Media—inclusive of once-respected outlets like The New York Times, NPR, PBS, and Democracy Now keeps the world medicated and somnolent with CIA/Mockingbird-run horrifically passive ignoring of reality and active lies, deception, distortion, and denial in reportage.

Researcher, writer, and truth activist Dr. Karlstrom is an Emeritus Professor of Geography from California State University who reads, analyzes, and writes about current-day reality from a highly informed and widely-read perspective. His analyses may be found on his many websites (listed below), and on radio conversations and podcasts on Youtube. More on his background may be found here on his Bio page, where he writes;
“Since the corporate media now presents us mostly with “info-tainment) / propaganda rather than facts and the truth, it now seems incumbent upon citizens / researchers to discern the truth from many various sources and disseminate the facts to their fellow citizens. As an educator (University Professor for 30 years), this is my goal. It is my hope that, fortified with accurate information, the American citizens will have the wisdom and ability to implement the solution, articulated by Jefferson over 200 years ago:


I do this as a public service. I do not have tax-exempt status, but I appreciate any contributions that will support my ongoing research / education efforts, maintaining and upgrading my websites, etc. And / or, if you enjoy music, you might visit my website, http://www.erickarlstrom.com, and purchase some of my many Cds and / or movie. Thank you!”

In the detailed critique below, Dr. Karlstrom delineates the processes of targeting and electronic assault that is currently ongoing in the United States of America, spawned by the bogus War on Terrorism run by scam artists in US/UK Mil/Intel, and explains his acronym, GOG’s New GESTAPO.
From his abstract:

“The fact that there is only about a 1 in 20 million probability of being killed in a terrorist attack, about the same chance as being killed by your TV set, should alert Americans that the “War on Terrorism” is entirely fraudulent. However, sustained government propaganda spewed by the mainstream media keeps Americans in perpetual fear and ignorance and keeps America stuck at “Yellow Alert” – defined as "Significant Risk" of terror attack accompanied by no specific information.

Meanwhile, civilians designated as "adversaries," "enemies," "dissidents," and "potential terrorist threats" are being covertly surveilled, harassed, tortured, terrorized, and killed in civil-military operations here termed, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO (for Global Organized Gang Stalking Neuro-Warfare Groups’ Electronic Slavery, Torture, and PsyOps Operations). Citizens are the new enemy in this “Fourth Generation” World War. GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, commonly termed “organized gang stalking,” appears to be a critical component of this covert “unconventional warfare” that pits military special forces, law enforcement, private contractors, local businesses, and civilians, indeed, society as a whole, against targeted individuals and groups, both at home and abroad. Just like the electronic weapons now being secretly tested on this unfortunate 0.1% (?) of the population, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is a scalable, “rheostatic” weapons system. Presumably, it can be "tuned down," as at present, to covertly "neutralize" "enemies" not "ideologically assimilated" and test its many electronic weapons systems, or it can be "tuned up" to genocide entire populations.”

Further in his critique, he writes:

“(Of course, there is no difference between terrorism and counter-terrorism. Strip away the jargon and the United States military-intelligence is conducting terrorism against its own citizens; killing them softly, so to speak, using PsyOp and NLW (nonlethal weapons). GOG’S NeW GESTAPO operations are conducted with the cooperation and support of local DHS fusion centers, local police, the private-corporate sector, local businesses, the legal
community, the press, as well as many members of the academic, psychiatric and medical community, etc. (Their numbers are difficult to estimate, but let’s say that some 5,000 are involved.)”

Please note, this critique addresses, among others, the “ZioNazi” faction of the perpetrators behind this New World Order assault on American and global populations. While many readers may instinctively flinch at indicting powerful conspirators of such infamy deriving from Jewish sectors of the population (because yes, we all have Jewish friends whom we love and respect), for reasons of fear of the much-flung-around “anti-Semitic” and racist label, Dr. Karlstrom offers background for his critiques from Talmudic and Kabbalistic sources as well as from the work of other analysts and writers—as he delineates also which faction of pseudo or “crypto” Jews he is referring to. In the process of exploring and finding the truth of our reality in this country and in the world today, this writer believes it is important to examine all viewpoints, analyses, and opinions, to indict whoever is responsible—and not be fobbed off from deeper analysis by facile and deceitful blanketings of political correctness, in particular wrongful usage of “anti-Semitic” labels. In this context, the words of ex-Illuminati banker Ronald Barnard in his recent whistleblowing interview with Irma Schiffers of De Vrije Media TV comes to mind; he recommends reading The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, to understand the depths of the depravity of attacks on humanity currently ongoing, “to push through and read it in full”. While TIs are only a part of humanity targeted for these assaults, for anyone unclear on how “Targeted Individuals” are being tortured today, please read the two most recent articles on this site, on Electronic Slavery and the Electronic Telepathy Cybernetic Secret Society, also read Omni’s long list of Targeting Injustices Endured.


-- Ramola D | 12 June, 2017

***

Four Estimates of the Size, Scope, Structure, Costs, and Personnel Requirements of “GOG’S NeW GESTAPO* (“Global Organized Stalking
Neuro-Warfare Groups’ Electronic Slavery, Torture, and PsyOp Operations”

June 5, 2017 Eric Karlstrom Leave a comment

Dr. Eric T. Karlstrom, Emeritus Professor of Geography, CSUS, June 5, 2017

Epigraph quotes:

National Security is the largest institution in the world and also the most corrupt institution in the world in the sheer volume of plunder of America’s financial assets.

Cushman Cunningham, ”Neocons Unmasked,” 2015

The use of mind hacking the greatest people of influence in a culture can accelerate the desired change of the whole. The process of finding the people of greatest influence in an organization is called ”influence mapping.”

…..In order to increase S.A.T.A.N.’s (Silent Assassination Through Adaptive Networks) kill capacity using behavior modification techniques; England and the United States use human subjects chosen from every social group around the world to converge on the best kill ratio statistics.

….. the CIA and DoD are testing maximum pain and torture to death weapons on random people all around the globe.

Dr. Robert Duncan, ”Project Soul Catcher: Secrets of Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed, Volume Two,” 2010

(Re: President Reagan’s “Star Wars” black budget programs in the 1980s) All the talk about death rays and charged particle beams has been little more than an elaborate smokescreen to hide the fact that the US is developing a directed energy weapon that uses a high-powered microwave pulse.

Brodeur (From ”Neocons Unmasked”)

Beginning with the enactment of the heavily intrusive Patriot Act (2001) and creation of the
The colossal bureaucracy of the Department of Homeland Security (2002), which was granted virtually unlimited police powers, America had taken a whole series of giant steps towards Absolute Rule, as in such communist countries as the USSR, Red China, North Korea and so on. The DHS alone constituted the largest federal expansion in more than 50 years, which literally took over the nation’s entire law enforcement apparatus in a treasonous move to nationalize U.S. police.

This new DHS monstrosity absorbed 22 massive government agencies, including Immigration and Naturalization, the Border Patrol, U.S. Customs, the Coast Guard, FEMA, and numerous others. It kicked off with no fewer than 177,000 personnel on board, and grows bigger, costlier and more threatening by the year..... We are speaking of the communization or Sovietization of America.... In all truthfulness, the Department of Homeland Security should be re-named the American KGB, American Gestapo, or the crypto-Judaic Department of Homeland Subjugation. Then at least people would have a better idea of where they stand.

.... Here is how one writer described the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 2012: "This is one of the most tragic events I have written about... the horrendous bill that would turn all of America into a battlefield and subject American citizens to indefinite military detention without charge or trial has passed the Senate."


Abstract

The American "National Security"-"Anti-Terrorism" Complex is an enormous and highly profitable enterprise involving most sectors of society. Indeed, it is now one of the main engines of the economy. It is characterized by enormous waste of resources and duplication of effort (Shorrock, 2008; Priest and Arkin, 2011). The domestic "War on Terror" and "Global War on Terror" utilize secret, silent electronic weapons that are one distinctive feature of the "Revolution in Military Affairs" and Fourth Generation (4G), asymmetric warfare which comprise U.S. military doctrine and which deploy large segments of the domestic population as irregular forces.

The fact that there is only about a 1 in 20 million probability of being killed in a terrorist attack, about the same chance as being killed by your TV set, should alert Americans that the "War on Terrorism" is entirely fraudulent. However, sustained government propaganda spewed by the mainstream media keeps Americans in perpetual fear and ignorance and keeps America stuck at "Yellow Alert" – defined as "Significant Risk" of terror attack accompanied by no specific
Meanwhile, civilians designated as “adversaries,” “enemies,” “dissidents,” and “potential terrorist threats” are being covertly surveilled, harassed, tortured, terrorized, and killed in civil-military operations here termed, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO (for Global Organized Gang Stalking Neuro-Warfare Groups’ Electronic Slavery, Torture, and PsyOps Operations). Citizens are the new enemy in this “Fourth Generation” World War. GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, commonly termed “organized gang stalking,” appears to be a critical component of this covert “unconventional warfare” that pits military special forces, law enforcement, private contractors, local businesses, and civilians, indeed, society as a whole, against targeted individuals and groups, both at home and abroad. Just like the electronic weapons now being secretly tested on this unfortunate 0.1% (?) of the population, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is a scalable, “rheostatic” weapons system. Presumably, it can be “tuned down,” as at present, to covertly “neutralize” “enemies” not “ideologically assimilated” and test its many electronic weapons systems, or it can be “tuned up” to genocide entire populations.

Because this covert human-disposal and mind control system is highly profitable for the many segments of society that comprise the National Security Establishment, it is now “business as usual.” In other ways, as is demonstrated below, there are significant parallels between the United States today under GOG’S NeW GESTAPO and the Soviet Union during and after the Bolshevik Revolution. Indeed, the same international financial and revolutionary elite that orchestrated the Bolshevik Revolution a century ago now controls the United States. GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is designed to ensure the implementation of the fascist New World Order aka “Jewish Utopia”/Jewish World Empire under the complete control of Judeo-Masonic-Satanists. Obviously, this situation has dire implications for the United States and the world.

I. Introduction

The following is my first approximation description of how the Global Organized Stalking Program (here named GOG’S NeW GESTAPO for “Global Organized Gang Stalking Neural Warfare-Groups’ Electronic Slavery, Torture, and PsyOp Operations”) may function in America and around the world. GOG’S NeW GESTAPO has multiple functions, many of which are classified. Fundamentally, it is a command, control, communications, and computer war-weapons system capable of targeting and “neutralizing” individuals and groups designated as “enemies,” “dissidents,” “non-combatants,” and/or so-called “terrorists,” designations that may be applied to anyone anywhere in the world at any time. The millions of designated “enemies”/“terrorists” and other unlucky souls who are “Targeted Individuals” (TIs) of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO are also
utilized as non-consensual experimentees for testing classified military and neuro-weaponry, torture techniques, etc. GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is scalable and can be used to implement Martial Law and/or genocide against civilian populations.

Similar top-secret programs have been running since the 1950s in the United States; for example, the FBI’s COINTELPRO and the CIA’s MKULTRA, MHCHAOS, the Phoenix Program, etc. GOG’S NeW GESTAPO integrates technologies and methodologies derived from CIA’s top-secret mind-control experiments (MKULTRA; 1950’s to present) with psychological operations (PsyOp developed at the Tavistock Institute and affiliated institutions), top-secret electronic weaponry (electronic warfare/directed energy weapons (DEW)/nonlethal weapons (NLW), Remote Neural Monitoring and Manipulation (RNM) technologies, nano-technologies, robotics, and supercomputers. The fact that these for-profit civil-military operations are carried out by virtually all sectors of society helps to bestow a (false) legitimacy upon them even as it diffuses the blame for its myriad crimes against humanity.

According to Bryan Tew (see Tew interview on this website), this program functions very much like a MacDonald’s franchise in that it can be replicated, adapted and adopted by different users, including governments, governmental agencies, international agencies (such as the UN and NATO), corporations (such as Infragard and DynCorps), and very rich individuals- and for a variety of purposes. Different versions of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO that are operated by different users share many of the same command and control structures, technologies, and to some extent, personnel.

Arbitrarily, we can refer to the U.S. Government (military-intelligence-corporate complex)-run program as “GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Version 1.0,” the Israeli-Jewish-Mossad-sayanim-ADL-AIPAC-Mason-Mormon-led program as “GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Version 666.0,” and the British-MI5-MI6-run program as GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Version 2.0, etc. The fact that Jewish-Israeli and British groups control U.S. military-intelligence through funding, infiltration, past coups, think tanks, lobbyists, etc., however, ensures that U.S. corporate-military-intelligence plays a large supporting role in all versions of “GOG’S NeW GESTAPO.”

My research and that of others indicates that GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is:

1) part of the Israeli-American-British-Corporate Terror Machine cum New World Order Global Military-Intelligence-Police State (MIPS).

2) the modern continuation of the CIA’s top-secret MKULTRA mind control, brain mapping, and psychotronic-brain hacking and weapons testing program. Today, this system comprises a secret neuro-warfare weapons system that can be deployed anywhere, anytime, against any target. What is often termed “research” is more accurately described as non-consensual testing and/or
3) a vital component of the National Security Establishment’s fraudulent, multi-trillion dollar/year “Global War on Terrorism.” The phony “War on Terror” has been and is being used as pretext to:

a) prosecute a series of pre-scripted wars in the Middle East whose chief beneficiaries are Israel and the international banking and corporate sector, (the “Corporatocracy).
b) destabilize an additional 134 sovereign nations using Fourth Generation Warfare (4GW, aka “Irregular Warfare”) conducted by US SOCOM (Special Operations Forces).
c) target, torture, and terrorize individuals and groups at home and abroad who have been placed on terrorism watch lists and/or who are otherwise designated as internal or external enemies and/or test subjects.

4) coordinated and spear-headed globally by the CIA/NSA/DoD/DIA “cryptocracy” (“rule by secrecy”) and their corporate surrogates, and by the Department of Homeland Security and the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force fusion centers in cooperation with the military, other federal agencies, corporate contractors, police, business, and civilian sectors of society.

5) part of the U.S. military’s ongoing implementation of their doctrine of Fourth Generation Warfare (4GW), also known as Unconventional Warfare/Irregular Warfare/Asymmetrical Warfare/Civil-Military Operations/Military Operations Other Than War/“Peace Operations”/Psychological Warfare/Political Warfare/Information Warfare/Low-Intensity Conflict/Effects-Based Operations/Network Centric Warfare. To these official military terms, I would add the terms; “neuro-warfare” and “non-consensual testing of military technologies on civilian subjects.” These covert war-by-other-means operations involve all branches of the U.S. military and specifically target individuals and groups designated as “potential terrorist threats,” “adversaries,” “non-combatants,” etc., as well as those selected for neuro-experimentation and/or weapons testing purposes.

6) based on the integration, coordination, and deployment of all sectors of the military with other federal agencies, police, private sector corporations, and large segments of the civilian population. Global organized stalking operations (GOG’S NeW GESTAPO) are carried out by “the Interagency” in America and by the “Multinational Force” in the rest of the world. In this manner, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is a system designed to: a) diffuse blame and guilt amongst an unwieldy and disproportionately large segment of the civilian population and 2) create a new, growth sector of the economy that, in part, replaces the outmoded “war on communism.”
7) dependent on the integrated use of high-tech stealth weapons, including directed energy weapons (DEW) aka “nonlethal weapons” (NLW), PsyOp (psychological operations), advanced GPS and GIS technology, remote neural manipulation/monitoring (RNM), computer-to-brain interface (CBI) and transcranial stimulation technology, nano-technology and robotics, and extremely advanced supercomputers. These operations are most effective when used in combination and when “TIs” and the community at large do not know that this targeting is occurring or understand the reasons for it.

8) a primary means by which government and private sector scientists conduct research and development of bio-nano-technology (smart dust) and bio-nano-robotics implants, etc. designed to control the human body and mind. TIs function as the human test subjects needed to test these weapons systems.

9) the modern version of earlier top-secret U.S. military, intelligence, and police programs that covertly targeted civilian “dissidents” and internal enemies. These include the FBI’s COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Program, 1950s – 1970s), the CIA’s Phoenix and CHAOS programs in the late 60s, and the U.S. military’s Operation Garden Plot, Cable Splicer I, II, and III (1960s and 70s), and REX ’84 (1984 onward). Whereas COINTELPRO and CHAOS programs “neutralized”/targeted domestic enemies, Garden Plot and Cable Splicer both targeted/“neutralized” internal enemies and were preparations to impose Martial Law on the population as a whole. MKULTRA and related military and intelligence mind control programs developed techniques that can be used for a multiplicity of purposes, including the creation of assassins (Manchurian Candidates) and the neutralization of domestic enemies. (See my article: “Mind Control: History and Applications” on this website.)

These once top-secret programs are now well documented. Like GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, these previous programs targeted, neutralized, and killed American citizens “extra-judicially,” that is, illegally. The Phoenix Program, developed by the CIA and executed by the US military during the Vietnam War in the late 1960’s, was designed to “neutralize” (kill) the VCI (Viet Cong Infrastructure), that is, Vietnamese civilians thought to support the Viet Cong. This program was also secret but was partly exposed by the “My Lai Massacre” incident.

GOG’S NeW GESTAPO functions as a “global Phoenix Program” and also incorporates elements, techniques and methods developed and used by the East German Stasi police, the Soviet Cheka and KGB, the Nazi Gestapo, and similar “national security” forces in other totalitarian dictatorships.

10) is characterized by a series of protocols by which it can be recognized. These include:

a) The program is executed via coordination of numerous different agencies and personnel, termed
the “Interagency” in the United States and the “Multinational Force” elsewhere in the world.

b) The use of Psychological Operations (PsyOp), including mind control and psychological destruction of targeted individuals and groups through use of coordinated “psy-acts” and “psy-attacks” by “perps” (perpetrators), street theatre, gas lighting, workplace mobbing, etc.

c) Use of directed energy weapons (DEW; Electronic Warfare (EW)) for surveillance, attack, and monitoring. This includes remote neural manipulation and monitoring (RNM) and may involve implanted devices and computer-to-brain interface (CBI) technology used to control, monitor, modify, hinder, and manipulate the behavior of targeted individuals (TIs).

d) Use of implants, nano-technology, EEG “brain fingerprints,” and robotics.

e) Teams of professional psychologists (so-called “hive mind teams”) work as subcontractors for the Pentagon/CIA/DIA/NSA and use supercomputers to “map” and control TI’s thoughts, perceptions, emotional, and nervous system responses, etc.

f) “Mercenary Stalking Cells” execute “psy-attacks” on TIs.

g) Use of “Satanic scripts” and/or the occult in various aspects of the program.

11) deemed by its developers to be an essential component of the fascist-totalitarian New World Order-One World Government-One World Religion system now being constructed.

12) perhaps the PRIMARY REASON why the NSA and other intelligence agencies go to extraordinary lengths to collect all manner of information and data about all aspects of everyone’s life.

13) unconstitutional, illegal, immoral, and criminal in all its aspects. The program degrades all who are involved in it. Even as it methodically and slowly tortures and physically and psychologically traumatizes its targets, it criminalizes, debases, and “satanizes” not only those who carry it out but also the portion of society that condones it.

14) a more accurate and descriptive term than “organized gang stalking” because it identifies the perpetrators, purposes, and high-tech weaponry utilized in this covert war system.

Targeting of individuals by GOG’S NeW GESTAPO results in their psychological and physical destruction (the East German term was “Zerzetzung” or “decomposition”) through the covert and relentless application of hostile scripts (street theatre or “psy-attacks”) and trauma-based “no-touch” torture via PsyOp, DEW, EW, and RNM. In combination, these “invisible” attacks result in the isolation and slow, soft, and silent murder of mind control victims (TIs). TIs typically die untimely deaths in these “terminal experiments.”

Author, Gloria Naylor, wrote a brilliant fictionalized account of her first year of targeting in her
book, “1996” (2005). She exposed many of the techniques and technologies deployed against her as well as the identities of her torturers. After some twenty years of sustained targeting, harassment, torture and physical and psychological trauma, Naylor died of heart failure (probably electronically-induced) in 2016. It is the opinion of this writer that over the 20-year period of her targeting, thousands of individuals were involved in her tracking, harassment, torture, terminal experimentation, and ultimately, murder. Estimates provided in this article suggest that many millions of perpetrators are involved in the systematic torture and murder of millions of other “TIs” worldwide in GOG’S NeW GESTAPO.

The U.S. Constitution and Declaration of Independence stipulate that government is servant to the people. All American politicians, soldiers and police swear an oath to protect and defend the U.S. Constitution. Government officials who treat American citizens as “the enemy” and who participate in the systematic torture and murder of their fellow citizens are guilty of the highest form of treason. In a nation governed by the rule of law, all criminal gang stalking “perpetrators,” including the highest operatives responsible, would be tried, court marshalled, and punished for their complicity in these programs. Perhaps by restoring the rule of law, we can legally and now, legitimately, fill America’s 800+ FEMA internment camps with the criminal cabal now running the United States of America and their many minions. Otherwise, this covert “civil war” will result in genocide and/or the destruction of society.

The size and scope of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is ample proof that America has been overthrown by enemies, both foreign and domestic. Using GOG’s NeW GESTAPO, these criminal elites (identified here as Judeo-Masonic-Satanist-psychopaths) will be empowered to overthrow any and all functioning governments, institutions, groups, and individuals.

Thus, I strongly disagree with the British Lord who stated:

“Treason doth never prospereth. Why? Because if treason prospereth, none dare call it treason.”

No. Treason, when discovered and proven, MUST be punished to the full extent of the law. While many participants in GOG’S NeW GESTAPO are merely “useful idiots” who have been duped into believing they are helping to fight “terrorism,” the architects and controllers of this system do understand the scope and nature of the horrors they are committing. These people have names and addresses. They are committing treason against the American people and the U.S. Constitution and crimes against humanity. It is imperative that we prosecute these psychopaths to the full extent of the law for their crimes against America, the American people, the U.S. Constitution, and humanity.
The complexity, size and scope of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is mind-boggling. And yet this program is being conducted and even sanctioned by the majority of the population on the basis of lies, fraud, and financial incentives (bribery). GOG’S NeW GESTAPO apparently dwarfs previous top-secret U.S.G. programs such as the Manhattan Project, MKULTRA, CHAOS, COINTELPRO, Garden Plot, etc.

No doubt my scenarios will fall short of describing and encompassing the program in its entirety and my estimates of the number of people involved and costs of the program could be way off. Nonetheless, I offer these estimates as a first approximation and I welcome efforts by other researchers to help establish more accurate scenarios and numerical approximations.

Insights and information incorporated into the following scenarios is derived primarily from Rich (2011), Thomas (2011), Naylor (2005), a youtube interview with Bryan Tew (posted on this website), and my own research and experience.

II. Scenario-Snapshot #1: "Operation John Doe:” GOG’S GESTAPO (Version 1.0): The Targeting of An Innocent Civilian in “Smalltown,” USA

Scenario #1 begins with the local Terrorism Liaison Officer (TLO) of the Saguache County, Colorado police department, whose job is to collect and process all Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) generated by local Neighborhood Watch and police/firefighter/first responder volunteer groups in the county. One small town in Saguache County is Crestone/Baca, with a population of 1500.

In October, 2010, Neighborhood Watch member and Volunteer fireman, Fred Jones, submits a SAR to the TLO which states that a local resident, John Doe, was seen walking two unleashed dogs in the woods on U.S. Forest Service land. While no laws prohibit walking dogs without leashes on Forest Service land, Jones filled out an SAR, adding that one of Doe’s dogs was earlier seen chasing a deer in the Baca neighborhood. Jones reasoned that two unleashed dogs in the woods could create the potential threat that one or both dogs would again chase a deer.

Upon receiving the SAR, and spurred by the need to meet Department of Homeland Security ‘potential terrorist activity’ quotas, the TLO forwards the SAR to the Colorado Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Fusion Liaison Officer (FLO), who, in turn, is a part of the larger Statewide Integrated Intelligence System (SIIS). At the Colorado DHS fusion center, teams of analysts, including both federal employees and private contractors, review the massive electronic
NSA “data base” (metadata) to determine if Doe has been involved in other types of suspicious activity. The data base reveals that Doe attended several political protests over the past 30 years and authored several articles critical of U.S. government policy that are posted online. While his record includes several parking and speeding tickets, there is no evidence of any criminal activity. Nonetheless, Doe’s file is reviewed by fifteen analysts, each of whom make notations on the file regarding any and all potentially suspicious activities.

A brief conference (10 minutes) ensues at the Fusion Center in which the FLO and FBI, CIA, and Infragard intelligence officers determine that Doe is to be added to the DHS Terrorist Watch List. Doe is not informed of this meeting nor of the alleged offenses he is charged with. So it is not possible for him to defend himself in the proceedings, either by himself or through legal representation. Because he has no criminal record, Doe’s inclusion on the list is considered “extra-legal.” But DHS quotas have not been met, so the panel determines that Doe presents a “potential terrorist threat.” He is put on the “terrorism watch list” for surveillance for a five year period, after which time, his case is to be reviewed. A check mark placed next to Doe’s name indicates Presidential Directive (5240-1-R) is to be applied. This Directive stipulates that individuals under government surveillance may also be used as non-consensual test subjects. Thus, Doe is now enrolled as a test subject in multiple experimental programs, including measuring the bioeffects of DEW weapons and RNM (Remote Neural Monitoring and Remote Neural Manipulation) on human subjects. Doe’s targeting by the “Interagency” now begins.

As a result of this and other selection mechanisms, some 2 million Americans are on the DHS “Terrorism Watch List” and are designated as “TIs.” The list is classified due to “national security concerns.” Hence, these individuals are not informed they are on the list and that they are TIs. Nor can they find out. (We may multiply this number by a factor of 10 to estimate the number of TIs globally at 20 million.)

All four branches of the U.S. military and hundreds of private contracting agencies, typically headed by ex-CIA, ex-FBI, ex-NSA, and ex-DIA employees, have representatives at the nation’s 76+ fusion centers. Each name on the Terrorism Watch List is assigned to a particular service branch and a private contracting agency and/or “mind research” subcontractor. In Doe’s case, the “lead agencies” are the U.S. Air Force and Infragard, who will work collaboratively to manage his “stalking protocols.” “Hive Mind” (psychology) teams at Northern Arizona University will coordinate Doe’s “brain monitoring experiments,” including RNM, using state-of-the-art supercomputers, which some consider to be “conscious” “artificial life,” with their own intellect, will, and emotions. Doe’s case, like all cases, is also referred to US SOCOM (US Special Operations Command).
Doe is now the target of a full-scale civil-military operation termed “Operation John Doe.” He will be tracked and surveilled 24/7 and will become the target of countless scripted “set-ups”/scripts/hostile “psy-acts” and “psy-attacks” designed to create a perpetually hostile atmosphere and to force him to make responses that will be measured in real time and downloaded onto the supercomputer. Eventually, all these responses will be digitally correlated to form a digital simulation of Doe’s “soul” and “personality.” I.e., his will, intellect, and emotions will be mapped, replicated, and captured by the supercomputer.

During Doe’s first three years of targeting, he is not aware that all aspects of his life are being covertly surveilled, studied, and recorded, and that he is being profiled by teams of military, academic, and private sector psychologists/psychiatrists. These teams are termed PsyOp Task Forces, Tactical PsyOp Teams, Tactical PsyOp Detachments, Psychological Operations Groups, Tactical Product Detachments, PsyOp Assessment Teams, and academic “Hive Mind Teams,” etc.

Three years into “Operation John Doe,” the US Air Force and Infragard’s PsyOp teams have devised a strategy of stalking tactics designed specifically for Doe that will deliver painful “messages” to him via street theatre, gas lighting, workplace mobbing, etc. Doe’s friends, family, and co-workers are also targeted to receive negative messages (via defamation, concocted rumors, etc.) about Doe. These are messages, termed “products,” are designed to separate Doe from his entire support structure so that he will isolate himself and therefore be easier to monitor and manipulate. The leader of academic “hive mind team” is the “clone” (a psychiatrist or psychologist who injects his thoughts directly into Doe’s brain via transcranial stimulation, v2k (voice to skull synthetic telepathy), etc. This is accomplished via supercomputer, which sends a steady stream of electromagnetic energy which is relayed to Doe’s brain via towers, satellites and mobile platforms. A carrier frequency, specifically tuned to Doe’s unique EEG (electro-encephalogram) “brainprint” and incorporated into the supercomputer’s electromagnetic energy signal, sends the clones’ thoughts directly to Doe’s brain.

“Psy-attacks” and “psy-acts” devised by the PsyOp teams are carried out by legions of “street perps.” Again, their purpose is to create a perpetually hostile environment for Doe in order to degrade and destroy all aspects of his/her life and break his/her will to resist, as per standard Psychological Warfare and Army Field Manual procedures. In combination, the PsyOp, directed energy attacks, and RNM are designed to eventually cause Doe to psychologically shut down, become dysfunctional in society, kill himself, and/or commit violent or insane acts that will result in his incarceration or being committed to a mental institution. Stated purpose of these civil-military operations is to “degrade, debase, deny, destroy, decompose,” etc. all aspects of the target’s life. This objective is facilitated by controlling ALL the channels of communication in Doe’s life (including all personal contacts, phone and email messages, and even internal thoughts via RNM).
The head psychologist of the TPOT (Tactical PsyOp Team) shares the teams’ assessments and recommended tactical strategies with the local field commander of the C4ISR “war room.” C4ISR stands for Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance. The C4ISR which may be stationary, mobile, or virtual-digital. The commander implements the battle plan using his capability to continually locate the target through a) input from “spotters” on the ground, b) signals emitted from the target’s cell phones, c) implanted devices in the target’s/perp’s bodies, and/or d) satellite recognition of the TI’s EEG “brain fingerprint.” The commander’s C4ISR work station utilizes advanced GIS (Geographic Information Systems) technology in combination with satellite based GIG (Geographic Information Grid) information to continually update digital maps that show the locations of all TIs and perps in the “battlespace” in real time. Using these computer-generated maps and his computer-communications radio, the commander has the ability to coordinate all “psy-attacks” using available personnel (“perpetrators”).

….. After three years of experiencing bizarre and invariably hostile and/or unpleasant incidents (“psy-attacks”) carried out by thousands of strangers (the “perps”), Doe realizes that he is being systematically tracked and harassed. In PsyOp lingo, he has become “sensitized” to stimuli devised and presented to him by GOG’S NeW GESTAPO.

All six phases of the GOG’S NeW GESTAPO system have now been activated against him: 1) selection, 2) surveillance, 3) defamation, 4) stalking, 5) electronic attack, and 6) monitoring.

Doe’s targeting, like that of all TIs, is executed by individuals who are organized in a military-style, hierarchical command structure that involves the coordination of numerous sectors of society, including civilian, police, local business, and military personnel.

In this scenario, it is estimated that “Operation John Doe” involves the following personnel components:

1) Twenty-five military and civilian personnel blanket Doe’s small community with 2R (“receive and repeat”) false rumors such as “Doe is a pedophile, has been incarcerated for numerous sex offenses with children,” or is a “white supremacist,” etc.). This is the defamation phase of targeting. The ratio of “2R” false-rumor specialists to TIs in the “battlespace” is about 2 to 1.

2) Two hundred “surveillance role players” (aka “perps”) are each equipped with i-phone or i-pad apps that permit quick recognition of the target via photos as well as direct communication with the C4ISR commander. Perps assume the various roles of “spotter,” “data collector,” “actor,” “drive-
by or walk-by perp,” etc. Because Crestone/Baca has a small population (1500), perps are recruited from other areas and imported into the neighborhood to carry out these operations. There are currently 15 TIs in Crestone/Baca; these “perps” are on call to execute “psy-acts” against all of these targets. The ratio of “psy-actor” perps to TIs is about 13 to 1.

3) In order to maintain 24/7 coverage, 3 C4ISR commanders and 3 “Hive Mind” Team leaders (aka “clones”) work 8 hour shifts and pass off their target/victims to other teams. Commanders X, Y, and Z are Air Force officers and they coordinate all activities in real time through computer link-ups with the Geographic Information Grid (GIG). Again, the commanders can “see” the locations of all “nodes” (TIs and perps in the area) via computer-generated GIS (Geographic Information Systems) maps that integrates data from the satellite-based Geographic Information Grid (GIG). The GIG tracks TIs and perps through their cell phone signals, their physical or nano-tech implants, and/or their EEG “brain fingerprints,” and local spotters (“perps”) reports. In this manner, commanders coordinate various attack-message-delivery strategies for TI Doe. The same information is shared with “Hive Mind” Team leaders whose neuro-warfare (RNM) programs are also coordinated by military commanders.

4) Over the next three year period, Commanders X, Y, and Z, the three Hive Mind Teams, comprised of of 3 or 4 individuals, as coupled with the (“conscious?”) supercomputer, record all operational events (attacks, responses to those attacks, etc.) against the TIs in Crestone/Baca. During each event, the commander maintains direct contact with as many “nodes” as possible in order to adjust to real-time TI responses in the field. In this manner, the C4ISR commander can change orders to street perps as he deems necessary to maximize the effectiveness of the operation. Details of these operations are recorded in real-time on computer hard drive and can be analyzed subsequently in the state fusion center, Washington DC fusion centers, FBI JTTF centers, and at the Utah data base center. Again, “psy-acts” (PsyOp) are designed to create a continually hostile environment that will drive the TIs into solitude, fear, apprehension, etc. in order to effect trauma-based mind control-RNM programs on the victims.

The fifteen TIs in Crestone/Baca are in different phases of the targeting protocols. Currently, 50% of the TIs are only being physically stalked and 50% are being stalked and attacked via electronic weapons. Half of the latter group are test subjects for the calibration and tuning of the various directed energy weapons (DEW) systems and for the monitoring of their biological responses (bioeffects) to DEW attacks. The other half of this second subgroup of Targets are subjects whose brains are being mapped, manipulated, and monitored by remote neural monitoring-brain-to-computer interface technologies. Real-time recordings of their neurological, emotional, and nervous system responses to the various attacks is sent to research laboratories at some 114 participating universities throughout the United States and 100 cooperating corporations. Estimates for the
The number of personnel involved in the RNM research aspects of Operation John Doe is 400, including researchers and their support staff.

5) John Doe travelled extensively, in part, to escape the harassment he experienced in Crestone/Baca.... However, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO allows for this, and as Doe travels and when he arrives in new places, his case is “handed off” to local C4ISR commanders and perp networks. His location is continuously monitored and tracked via GIG and his targeting continues in the areas he travels to. In remote areas, where there is a paucity of perpetrators to call on, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO must temporarily suspend operations. However, as the system is refined and developed, these problems are rectified.

Progress Report on Operation John Doe:

After 20 years of sustained targeting harassment, and mind/brain/nervous system testing, mapping, manipulation, and torture, Doe has lost his friends, family, and livelihood. He dies of electronically-induced heart failure... some 20 years before he would have otherwise.

Doe’s assets are then seized by the legal branch of GOG’S GESTAPO to be included in black budget slush funds to continue the program. Five lawyers and 20 support staff are involved in sequestering Doe’s assets.

From the military viewpoint, Operation John Doe was a success. John Doe, “potential terrorist threat” and “adversary,” has been neutralized. The military U.S. Air Force now moves Doe from the “active Operation” column to the “successful kill” column. Such military successes help guarantee future military funding.

Scientific aspects of the Operation, however, were only partly successful. Whereas testing the bio-effects of DEW yielded important and positive results. In addition, nano-technology, nano-robotics experiments on Doe’s body and mind also yielded positive results. However, Doe’s mind, will, and emotions (collectively, the “soul”) were not completely mapped and replicated via supercomputer. This is because Doe spent much of his time was spent “off Grid,” so to speak, hiking in the woods, listening to music, taking unscheduled trips, multi-tasking, and engaging in un-pre-planned (spontaneous) activities, etc. The “psy-attacks” failed to drive Doe into complete isolation and Doe was able to repeatedly break the electromagnetic connection between the “clone,” the supercomputer, and his brain. Hence, the scientific teams will need to acquire other subjects to complete their brain mapping-monitoring weapon system.

Government analysts and accountants at the General Accounting Office (GAO) justify the
expenditures for the operation on the basis of the fact that although Doe’s 20-year targeting operation cost $40 million ($2 million/year), the government saved about $20 thousand in uncollected social security benefits.

Total expenditures and personnel involved in Operation John Doe:

Total costs of John Doe’s targeting and RNM experimentation include $40 million, or $2 million/year. Extrapolating to the U.S. as a whole (multiplying by 3 million), we can estimate the cost GOG’S NeW GESTAPO at $6 trillion/year, which seems much too high. If we divide this figure by 15 (the number of TIs in Crestone/Baca handled by the same personnel, we derive the slightly more reasonable figure of $400 billion per year.

Assuming the various personnel teams continue working for the entire 20 years of Doe’s targeting (a very conservative estimate), 732 personnel were actively involved in Operation John Doe. However, as these individuals could also track and process the other 14 TIs in Crestone/Baca, this number is reduced by dividing by 15, yielding 49 perps to one TI. Scaling this number up to cover the personnel requirements to handle all 3,000,000 American TIs, we arrive at the figure of 9.8 million perpetrators.

However, because Doe travelled more than most TIs, we can estimate that the cost of his targeting, in dollars and in personnel were several times higher than they otherwise would have been. In this scenario, we discount these unusual factors.

III. Scenario-Snapshot #2: “Operation Jane Doe:” “GOG’S NeW GESTAPO (Version 666.0)” In Cleveland, Ohio

Again, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is a system that can be replicated and adopted by different governments, agencies, groups, and individuals. This second scenario features GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Version 666.0 as is run mainly by Israel, the Israeli Mossad, Jewish lobby groups such as the ADL and AIPAC, Jewish “sayanim” (secret agents), businesses, etc.

Version 666 here refers to Biblical prophecy, for this is the number of the Antichrist, who is also identified as GOG. (See Part X below for an explanation for the use of this term). Jewish groups have perhaps the greatest means, motive, and opportunity to carry out GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, for the New World Order being created is, in fact, the Jewish Utopia/Universal Jewish Empire that has long been sought by the leadership of this tribal-religious group. (This is well documented on this website under the subheading, “The Controllers”).

A few statements from Akins (2012) should suffice to make this point:

1) “Citing remarks by Senator Jack Tenney, Congressman Rarick continued exposing the ADL (Anti-
Defamation League) for what it is: "The ADL has become the world’s most powerful Gestapo; the brain center of a vast spy network and the intelligence unit of a myriad of Jewish organizations. Their secret agents spy on American citizens. Extensive files and dossiers are compiled on those whom they dislike.... Throughout their multitudinous controls of the media.... They are capable of destroying reputations and silencing all rebuttal. Our imagination is staggered by its apparent control of the avenues of communication. (Congressman John Rarick, "The ADL Gestapo," U.S. Congressional Record, 1971.)

2) The Israeli lobby has been described as "beyond dangerous" (Ambassador Edward Peck, in "Spy Trade: How Israel’s Lobby Undermines America’s Economy (2008)). This lobby is unlike any other. It has no equal in all of Washington, probabl no equal in the entire world. Not only is it the most powerful of lobbies; it is "above the law. The lobby’s illegal and sometimes treasonous behavior.... (is) only possible because of their ability to corrupt U.S. politics at every level of government." (Michael Scheuer, Forward to Grant Smith’s "Spy Trade").

3) Former Congressman James Traficant of Ohio is well versed on the AIPAC-Israel control of America. AIPAC (America-Israel Political Action Committee), he says, is "the single most powerful lobby in the world. So powerful that Washington politicians carefully weigh each and every vote they cast based on the approval of this lobby. Yes, a foreign lobby has that much clout, power and control over American leaders and thus, the American people. AIPAC has become so overpowering that they have risen above government investigations and mainstream media scrutiny. So powerful that the following statement was NEVER reported in America’s newspapers, magazines, or electronic media:

4) (Then Israel Prime Minister, Ariel Sharon, stated, regarding 9/11): "Every time we do something you tell me that America will do this and America will do that. I want to tell you something very clear: don’t worry about American pressure on Israel. We, the Jewish people, control America, and the Americans know it."

These short quotes should suffice to make the point. Israel and World Jewry control America. Oh, and they worship Satan! And their goal is to conquer the world for their master, the Holy Serpent (Marrs, 2016). That said, let’s visit our second scenario:

Jane Doe was born in the Washington, DC area in 1962 and was "enrolled" as an experimentee in the CIA’s MKULTRA program at 2 years of age. She was selected based on the fact that her father was in military-intelligence in the U.S. Army and was a Freemason. As recompense, her parents were awarded $50,000 and her father’s career was "expedited"/"fast-tracked." (Many hundreds of thousands of other MKULTRA (and related mind control programs) experimentees are still alive..."
and are typically selected for inclusion in GOG’s NeW GESTAPO programs. Hundreds of thousands of MKULTRA victims have died prematurely as a result of the torture/trauma-based mind control programming they were subjected to as children.

As an MKULTRA victim and experimentee, Jane Doe was shuttled to a cooperating hospital in the Washington, D.C. area three or four times a week when she was a child between the ages of 2 and 6. Her trauma-based mind control programming involved physical rape and other forms of torture. As intended, the trauma programming caused Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD, today referred to as Dissociative Identity Disorder, or DID). Jane’s 150+ sub-alter personalities were assigned names and skills as per standard MKULTRA procedures. Amnesia barriers placed between the sub-alter personalities remained in place throughout her adult life, so Jane never realized that she was an MKULTRA victim/experimentee. Her programming allowed her handlers to use “triggers” (words, colors, sounds, etc.) that would cause Jane to “switch” from her core personality to any one of her 150+ sub-alter personalities. This was also accomplished using RHIC-EDOM (Radio Hypnotic Intra-Cerebral Control and Electronic Dissolution of Memory) and other techniques. In this way, Jane Doe, the autonomous human being, was converted into Jane Doe, the weapons platform for U.S. military-intelligence.

However, Jane was dis-enrolled from MKULTRA at the age of 13 for various reasons. The Church Senate Committee hearings were then in the process of exposing a multitude of illegal CIA operations, including MKULTRA, and MKULTRA projects were commensurately scaled back at that time. Thereafter, Jane was allowed to live a fairly normal life; and became a wife, mother, and legal assistant. She divorced at age 39 and remained single thereafter.

Jane Doe was placed in GOG’s NeW GESTAPO (Remote Neural Monitoring and Manipulation Section) in 2002, immediately after passage of the USA Patriot Act. The CIA “handed her case off” to Mossad, Israel’s top spy agency, as per routine intelligence agency policies. Since the 2002 initiation of Operation Jane Doe, Jane has been the victim/target of ongoing stalking, harassment, physical and psychological torture via PsyOp and DEW, and RNM experimentation and manipulation conducted by GOG’s NeW GESTAPO Version 666.

In this scenario, as Naylor’s book, “1996” (2005) aptly portrays the gang stalking operations being used against her as been controlled primarily by Jews. GOG’s New GESTAPO Version 666, then, is under the direct control of the elite global power structure that rules America and the world through finance. The “King of the Jews,” in this regard, has long been the Rothschild Dynasty. This explains why GOG’s NeW GESTAPO is a primarily Jewish operation.

In GOG’s NeW GESTAPO Version 666.0, perps include mostly Jews and their extensive networks of “sayanim” (Jewish secret agents), and other aspects of the program are carried out by the ADL
and AIPAC, Mossad, Jewish psychologists, and rank-and-file Jews hoping to receive their “portion of
the world to come,” the Jewish Utopia. Innumerable Jewish-front groups, including Masons,
Satanists, Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, New Age cults, and innumerable Jewish-owned
corporate subcontractors and private mercenary stalking cells, are also involved.

While GOG’S New GESTAPO Version 666.0 is capable of operating completely independently
from other versions such as GOG’S New GESTAPO Version 1.0, the same command and control
structure, weapons, and advanced technologies are employed in each version. In practice, the
Jewish-Masonic-run version 666 of GOG’S New GESTAPO shares about 50% of personnel and
90% war and neuro-weapons technologies with the U.S. Government (military-intelligence)-run
program, “GOG’S New GESTAPO Version 1.0.” These overlapping and complex relationships are
managed via supercomputer. However, because Jewish groups control U.S. military-intelligence-
corporate sectors, U.S. military-intelligence plays a supporting role in “GOG’S New GESTAPO
Version 666.”

Generally speaking, the U.S. government and Pentagon-CIA black budget funds cover expenses of
most versions of GOG’S New GESTAPO and the costs of the various different versions is about
the same.

Progress Report on Operation Jane Doe:

Because Jane lived in a much larger city (Cleveland, Ohio) than John Doe (Crestone/Baca, Colorado),
she was unable to escape the continual stalking, harassment, humiliation and torture inflicted by
mercenary stalking cells as well as the continuous brain entrainment (termed “brain
entertainment” by the Hive Mind Teams) carried out by GOG’S New GESTAPO Version 666.

Thus, Operation Jane Doe was a complete success, from the target neutralization, military weapon
’s testing, and mind-science experiment aspects of the program. This success is characterized as
follows:

1) “Influence mapping” and PsyOp-DEW targeting of Jane’s immediate family and friends caused
her to become completely estranged from her son and two daughters and her entire support
system.

2) As a result of sustained harassment, humiliation, etc., Jane retreated to the complete isolation of
her home, where her electronic trauma, pain, and RMN were incrementally increased until she
experienced both physical and psychological breakdowns.
3) She was diagnosed with “delusional disorder” and schizophrenia and committed to a psychiatric hospital in June, 2016, where she committed suicide in May, 2017.

4) Suicide resolved the “disposal” problem of a former MKULTRA test subject.

5) Jane’s targeting yielded useful measures of the bio-effects of extreme pain from several different directed energy weapons systems.

6) Jane’s will, intellect, and emotions (collectively, the “soul”) were successfully mapped, digitally simulated, and downloaded onto the supercomputer.

7) Jewish operators of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Version 666: Operation Jane Doe threw an office party in which they consumed several bottles of champagne in celebration of Jane Doe’s suicide.

IV. Scenario-Snapshot #3: GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Version 1.0 in Hobokan, USA

We can get another glimpse of the structure and functioning of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, by examining its operations in the city of Hobokan; population, one million people. Scenario-Snapshot 3 estimates the personnel structure and costs required to manage all GOG’S NeW GESTAPO operations in this average American city.

As in Scenarios 1 and 2, domestic enemy, “potential terrorist threats,” TIs, and mind control victims are selected at America’s 76+ DHS fusion centers by individuals such as the Terrorism Liaison Officers (TLO), Fusion Liaison Officers (FLO), and FBI Terrorist Task Force personnel. Selections are made based on CIA criteria, information supplied by NSA metadata, and SAR reports submitted by local police, citizen-vigilante groups, etc.

Again, we accept journalist George Webb’s assertion that about 2 million Americans are on the Terrorism Watch List. However, if we arbitrarily “round this number up” slightly to 3 million, we will have about 3 million TIs, which amounts to about one percent of the American population being targeted by GOG’S NeW GESTAPO.

Extrapolating, we can estimate that one in a thousand Hobokan residents, or 1000 civilians, are “Targeted Individuals.” Again, using a ratio of 3 commanders for every 25 TIs, some 120 military “field commanders” are required to operate the C4ISR command and control stationary, mobile, or virtual “war rooms” in Hobokan. Military personnel from the four main military branches and/or US SOCOM coordinate the organized stalking, street theatre, mobbing, “psy-attacks,” etc. as well as the electronic surveillance, attacks, and monitoring, etc. Again, commanders manage about 25
targets and all available “perps” (perpetrators) and “mercenary stalking cells” from their mobile "war rooms,” the C4ISR stations. Perps include full-time and part-time professionals, volunteers, cultists, covens, ex-criminals, criminals, ex-drug addicts and alcoholics and drug addicts and alcoholics, etc. These individuals and cells comprise the “nodes” on the C4ISR computer screens deployed by the field commanders. Again, street “perps” are commanded and coordinated through their cell phone apps and ipads and possibly by other mechanisms of communication such as mind control via RHIC (Radio Hypnotic Intra-Cerebral Control) or other methods.

About 40 Tactical Psyop Teams, each comprised of 12 military and civilian professionals, profile and develop "psy-attack" and "psy-act" strategies that involve "delivery" of "messages" and "triggers" to the "targets." Again, each team of 12 is responsible for about 25 TIs. (Total personnel: 300 psychologists). On-the-ground operatives, both military and civilian, prepare the "battlespace" (your city) so that the devised messages can be easily transmitted to the TIs. (Reflecting a 2:1 ratio, this adds up to 2000 "battlespace preparers" in Hobokan.) And again, teams of military-civilian 2R ("receive and repeat") specialists spread fabricated, derogatory rumors about the TIs amongst the neighbors, friends, and family of the TIs in order to defame, discredit, and isolate the TIs. Since there is a 2 to 1 ratio of "2R" specialists to TIs, there are 2000 "2R" specialists in Hobokan. Personnel described thus far include military-intelligence, subcontractors, and civilians.

Then, assuming there is about a 50:1 ratio of street perps to TIs, as in Scenario 1, there are perhaps 50,000 active street perps from the civilian sector who are utilized to carry out the "psy-acts" and "psy-attacks." This group includes Neighborhood Watch volunteers, ex-military and police-vigilante-volunteers, full time and part time government employees, employees of private contractors such as Infragard, and innumerable "mercenary" and "non-mercenary" stalking cells comprised of satanists, covens, occultists, members of religious groups, cults, criminals and ex-criminals, the underemployed, etc.

Again, the commanders use real-time computer radios and satellite information from the geographical information grid (GIG) to maintain TIs’ locations at all times on their C4ISR computer screens. They coordinate the actions of street perps in like manner to execute the psychological operations. Again, individual operations are specifically designed for each TI, based on his/her unique psychological characteristics, in such a way as to create a perpetually hostile environment and to "break the TI’s will to resist. The TI is the designated enemy in this is "war by other means."

In order to maintain “full-spectrum dominance” of the entire planet, the U.S. military must be ready and able to conduct all types of warfare, anywhere and anytime. Indeed, since most nations of the world are already conquered through military and/or restrictive economic measures, it is essential
now, in order to maintain present levels of military spending, to expand the "battlespace" to the
total world, and to redefine the "enemy" to include individuals and groups anywhere in the world.
Without enemies, of course, enormous military expenditures cannot be sustained.

So in "4G" "asymmetrical war," the military has found a way to create perpetual enemies and
defeat them. The formula is tried and true and was perfected during the Phoenix Program in
Vietnam in the late 1960s, for example. First, individuals or groups are designated as enemies,
"terrorists," etc. by intelligence agencies, and then the military attacks them. If the enemies don't
surrender, the military continues by attacking using "counter-terrorism" (aka "counter-
insurgency") measures.

(Of course, there is no difference between terrorism and counter-terrorism. Strip away the jargon
and the United States military-intelligence is conducting terrorism against its own citizens; killing
them softly, so to speak, using PsyOp and NLW (nonlethal weapons). GOG’S New GESTAPO
operations are conducted with the cooperation and support of local DHS fusion centers, local police,
the private-corporate sector, local businesses, the legal community, the press, as well as many
members of the academic, psychiatric and medical community, etc. (Their numbers are difficult to
estimate, but let’s say that some 5,000 are involved.)

Field commanders coordinate the collection and dissemination of experimental "neurological" data
on the emotional states, thoughts, etc. of the TIs as well as their physiological and psychological
responses to electronic attacks from directed energy weapons (DEW). DEW include microwave,
radiofrequency, millimeter wave, acoustic, and lasers as well as brain manipulations using remote
neural manipulation (RNM), etc. These mind control programs add several additional layers of
(academic and corporate) personnel, including both researchers and their support staff. Assuming a
ratio of 25 researchers and support staff to each TI, we here estimate that 25,000 individuals
associated with academic and corporate research projects are associated with GOG’S GESTAPO
in Hoboken.

Operation Hobokan:

In sum, in order to execute this invisible, top-secret program designed to: 1) discredit-defame-
neutralize and/or 2) hack into and reconfigure the brains of about 1000 TIs designated as
"adversaries," "terrorists," non-combatants," etc. in the city of Hoboken:

1) Approximately 84,300 individuals have been enlisted, coordinated, and deployed. Extrapolating to
the United States as a whole, we multiply by 300 and derive an estimate of 25.3 million citizen-spy
perps.
2) Additionally, we have created a covert citizen-military army of over 15 million secret soldiers in the process. This secret army can be deployed in the future to put down any possible insurrections.

3) Total costs of targeting of the 1,000 Hoboken “civilian enemies” (TI’s) is here estimated at between $200 million and $2 billion. If we extrapolate these costs to America as a whole (multiply these figures by 300), we get between $60 and $600 billion.

Recall that under the East German Stasi (Secret Police) regime, one in 6 civilians were enlisted as citizen spies to help maintain “national security.” And recall also that a 2003 Boston Globe story reported that DHS hopes to enlist 1 in 3 Americans as citizen spy-collaborators in order to “protect the homeland.” That would amount to over 100 million citizen spies in America.

Priest and Arkin (2011) document that the “New American Security State” is characterized by incredible duplication of effort and waste of money. Thus, it is possible that my figures, as outrageous as they seem, may actually radially UNDERESTIMATE the number of people involved and the amount of money spent on GOG’S NeW GESTAPO.

As caveat, many, perhaps most, individual “perps” involved may not understand the true scope and purposes of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO. With the exception of satanic groups that may relish inflicting pain on others, most “perps” are probably simply “useful idiots” who have been coopted by lies and financial incentives and/or are just “following orders.”

V. Scenario-Snapshot #4: GOG’S NeW GESTAPO Versions 1.0 through ... in America and the World

To recap, the following sectors of society formulate and implement GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, these “Global Organized Gang Stalking Neuro Warfare-Groups’ Electronic Surveillance, Torture, and PsyOp Operations:”

1. Think tanks such as CFR (Council on Foreign Relations) and RAND Corporation generally set the policies that are to be implemented by military and intelligence agencies in cooperation with the three official branches of government. These think tanks essentially serve the international financial and corporate sector, led by the Rothschild Dynasty. (The estimated fraction of total think tank personnel devoted to GOG’S NeW GESTAPO = 5%. Total personnel = 10,000; human resources devoted to GOG’S NeW GESTAPO = 500. Total expenditures guesstimated at $3 billion/year with expenditures devoted to GOG’S NeW GESTAPO estimated at $150 million.

2. The CIA/NSA/FBI/DIA/DHS/Mossad/MI6/MI5 (collectively known as the “cryptocracy” or “rule
by secrecy¨) work cooperatively and in secret to develop and implement GOG´S NeW GESTAPO. They set the criteria for the selection of the individuals and groups that will be targeted. In terms of the yearly budget and number of personnel in these groups devoted to projects directly or indirectly related to GOG´S NeW GESTAPO, these can be estimated at hundreds of billions of dollars+ (for example, $200 billion/year) and 4 million persons.

3. DHS alone has over one quarter million employees and a budget of $60 billion/year. A 2003 article in the Boston Globe stated that DHS hopes to enlist 100 million American civilians, or nearly a third of the U.S. population, as ¨citizen-spies¨. In terms of personnel and budget, NSA may have the highest numbers of all. Percentage of man-hours devoted to GOG´S NeW GESTAPO = 2%. Percentage of total budget devoted to GOG´S NeW GESTAPO = $2 billion. Personnel devoted to GOG´S GESTAPO = 2% of 4,000,000 = 20,000.

4. Military/US SOCOM Personnel: Military and Special Operations Forces personnel include:
   a) C4ISR Field Commanders,
   c) US SOCOM teams
   d) Electronic Warfare technicians (microwave, acoustic, laser, millimeter wave, radar, satellite, etc.)
   e) Global Information Grid technical support teams, corporate and military

   The number of military personnel involved is here conservatively estimated at 5 million worldwide. Yearly expenditures are estimated at $50 billion (although again, much of this funding may derive from off-books ¨black-budget¨ sources.

5. Private Contractors: Shorrock (2008) estimates that some 50 to 70% of military-intelligence work, including, of course, research and development of high tech weapons systems and actual implementation of GOG´S NeW GESTAPO, is now carried out by many 100s, even thousands, of private subcontractors. Some of the most prominent of these include Raytheon, Northrup Grumman, Bechtel, SAIC, BAE Systems, ManTech International, General Dynamics, Booz Allen Hamilton, The Analysis Corporation (TAC), Westinghouse Electric, Kama Corporation, Ashland Oil, RAND Corporation, Kellogg Brown & Root (KBR), Halliburton, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, the Defense Logistics Agency, SI International, MTC Technologies, Inc., CACI, Blackwater, Titan, Essex Corporation, Armed Forces Communications Electronics Association (AFCEA), AT&T, Global Crossing, UUNet, and E-Systems.
We can guesstimate the number of individuals directly or indirectly involved with this program at well over 5 million. And the yearly budget may be estimated at approximately 1/5 of the annual military budget of $800 billion.... or $160 billion/year. (Although, presumably much of the program is paid through the off-books “black budget” and many of the programs serve multiple purposes.)

6. University “Scientific” Research: The CIA’s MKULTRA mind control project had 149 sub-projects and thousands of actual programs. This current version is the continuation of MKULTRA and is termed GOG’S NeW GESTAPO here and MONARCH by Thomas (2011). This program has undoubtedly expanded to include many hundreds of sub-projects and millions of actual operations. The number of scientists and their support staff who are involved in these government-related subcontracts is here estimated at one million with the total value of contracts estimated at approximately $10 billion/year.

7. Civilian Personnel: (including street actors, data collectors, spotters, TI location reporters, community and religious teams (mercenary stalking cells), 2R (receive and repeat) rumor purveyors, etc.,

a) Full-time professional government surveillance role players” (street perps)
b) Part-time professional government surveillance role players (street perps)
c) Volunteers (Neighborhood Watch, retired military, volunteer police, fire, first responders)
d) Active police personnel (Terror Liaison Officers)
e) Other police, fire-fighter, ambulance, and first responder teams

Whereas DHS stated in 2003 it wanted to recruit approximately one third of all Americans as citizen spies, we here estimate the number at a more conservative 50 million individuals and $40 billion/year.

Total guesstimate thus far in Scenario-Snapshot #4 yields over 66 million individuals and over $465 billion/year as involved in these programs.... in America alone. To extend the program to all cooperating nations requires that these numbers are multiplied by at least a factor 10..... Yikes!.... So, now we are talking 660 million people and 4.65 trillion U.S. dollars annually, much of which is probably funded by the United States government. Of course, the international bankers, Federal Reserve, City of London, etc. can print money as they need it. (Perhaps not coincidentally, these outrageously high figures could help explain why the Pentagon is currently over $6 trillion in debt!)

On The Plus Side?:

The “good news,” from an economist’s perspective, might be that the National Security
Establishment now comprises one of the dominant growth sectors of the American economy. And from the perspective of the ruling elite who have been described as a “break-away civilization” intent upon world conquest (Jewish Utopia), these programs are deemed essential to eliminate all ideological opposition. The program might also be justified on the basis of the fact that scientists will learn how to download the human brain-nervous system onto silicon chips, and in the process, discover secrets that could ensure some rich people’s future immortality. This latter prospect could be also related to the much-anticipated “singularity” event, in which computers will supposedly take over the world in the next few decades, according to Ray Kurzweil and other Jewish “visionaries.”

VI. Summary of Scenario Guesstimates

Scenario-Snapshots #1 and #2 ("Operations John Doe and Jane Doe"): About 50 perps are required for each TI. Assuming 1% of the US population are TIs, the system can function with about 10 million perps. Total costs of Operations John and Jane Doe over a 20 year period were $40 million, or $2 million per year. However, since the various teams are equipped to handle about 20 TIs simultaneously, this figure amounts to about $100,000 per TI per year. Extrapolating to the U.S. as a whole (multiplying by 3 million), total expenditures for GOG’s NeW GESTAPO in America alone are estimated at $300 billion/year. (If this estimate is remotely close, a considerable portion of this expenditure must come from “black budget” military-intelligence sources such as profits from illicit drugs, sex and child trafficking, etc.)

Scenario-Snapshot #3: (Snapshot of Hoboken) Assumptions: 1000 TIs, Estimated: 84,000 “perps,” (For America as a whole, by extrapolation: 3 million TIs and 24.4 million perpetrators). Estimated costs to neutralize “potential terrorist threats” in Hoboken are $200 million to $2 billion; estimated for America as a whole: $60 to 600 billion spent/year. Over 25 million civil-military warriors committed to GOG’s NeW GESTAPO.

Scenario-Snapshot #4: For the US as a whole, an estimated 66 million people and $465 billion/year are committed to the program. By multiplying this figure by 10 we can estimate the total human and financial resources devoted to GOG’s NeW GESTAPO at 660 million people and $4.65 trillion. Thus, estimates in the four scenarios of the total personnel involved in the U.S. range from 9.2 million to 66 million persons and $60 to 600 billion/year.

These Figures May Seem Prepostereous…. But...

Consider These Facts:
1) The US military budget is about $800 billion/year. The US military is currently involved in 5 or 6 "hot 3 wars" and US SOCOM (US Special Operations Command) is currently involved in "irregular wars"/4GW/destabilization in 134 other nations.

2) Over the past 7 or 8 decades, military-intelligence activities have included:
   
   A) Top-secret development of weapons of mass destruction such as the Manhattan Project, in which 30,000 personnel kept classified secrets during the entire project.
   
   B) Top-secret mind control projects including Projects Bluebird, Artichoke, MKULTRA, MKOFTEN, MKNAOMI and a host of others. Facts and scope of MKULTRA would have been lost forever had not numerous boxes of files miraculously escaped the official shredder in 1973.
   
   C) Earlier programs to neutralize/destroy domestic enemies, include: the Phoenix Program, MHCHAOS, the FBI’s COINTELPRO, Operation Garden Plot and REX ’84, Cable Splicer I-III.
   
   D) A sordid history of performing harmful and fatal "experiments" on non-consenting citizens during the Cold War. (The Clinton Administration admitted the figure was around half a million. Certainly, it is much higher.)

3) The American military-intelligence and political elite have been trying to move the nations toward "one world government." since the end of World War II, according to Fletcher Prouty ("The Secret Team: The CIA and Its Allies in Control of the United States and the World," 2008.)

4) The sordid and well-documented history of the "Chosen People’s" secret and yet incredibly violent drive for world conquest includes the orchestration of all major wars and depressions of the last three hundred years,

5) The importance of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO in the fulfillment of the long-term goal of ushering the New Fascist World Order/Judeo-Masonic-Satanic-One World Empire aka the "Jewish Utopia."

VIII. Conclusions

To recap: Organized stalking-civil-military operations (GOG’S NeW GESTAPO) are directed by the "cryptocracy" (DoD, CIA, and DIA, DHS, NSA, and FBI, etc.) on behalf of the U.S. government and other participating governments, international agencies, corporations, and individuals. Money drives the whole National Security Establishment system, of which GOG’S NeW GESTAPO is an important component. The U.S. government and allied "public-private partnerships" as per UN Agenda 21, serve the interests of the international financial elite (Wall Street, City of London, "the corporatocracy," etc.).
Primary goals of GOG’S NeW GESTAPO are to:

a) covertly neutralize/destroy internal enemies of the state (read New World Order), both foreign and domestic, designated as “potential terrorist threats,” “non-combatants,” “adversaries,” etc. The program inflicts secret, no-touch torture via psychological operations (PsyOp) and nonlethal weapons (NLW) on targeted civilians in order to isolate and neutralize those individuals and groups considered “not ideologically assimilated” and capable of influencing public opinion and/or inspiring or leading opposition movements. In addition to “extra-judicial targets” (those with no criminal records), targets may be selected based on previous criminal activities (judicial targets), or may be “targets of opportunity,” or “lucrative targets.” Targets may also be selected based on having histories of drug and/or alcohol abuse or based on the motivation of revenge. Presumably, many are foreign political and military targets, including politicians, military personnel, and targets of influence and importance in those nations.

b) provide (unwitting and non-consensual) test subjects (TIs and TAs, targeted individuals and targeted audiences) for secret research and development of directed energy weapons/electronic weapons/psychotronic weapons/mind control and remote neural manipulation/monitoring (RNM) technologies. Many “targeted individuals” are non-consenting subjects of “terminal experiments” conducted by U.S. military-intelligence in cooperation with some 114 universities, hospitals, clinics, etc., and many corporations.) This aspect of the program is the continuation of the CIA’s top-secret MKULTRA mind control programs and involves application of state-of-the-art as well as trauma-based mind control technologies.

c) One may also speculate that another goal of this program is to form and develop a secret New World Order (United Nations?) civilian-military-police-corporate army that could be deployed to quell insurrections if and when Martial Law is imposed or under other “emergency” conditions.

IX. Message to Targeted Individuals

Welcome to hell. You have been selected as “enemy-non-combatant” and/or non-consensual experimentee of the New World Order and are now targeted by GOG’S NeW GESTAPO. Your Constitutional rights no longer apply and you are being attacked by an invisible system that regards itself as above the laws of God and man. (One may get a sense of how this functions by watching the movie, “The Skulls,” a fictionalized treatment of Yale’s Skull and Bones Secret Society).

As a “targeted individual” (TI), your life is now subsumed by a nether world of lies and spies, PsyOps, and high-tech soft-, silent-, and slow-kill murder weapons (nonlethal weapons). You are now being subjected to interminable “set-ups” (“psy-attacks”) instigated by “mercenary stalking
cells” which are designed by clever psychologists/psychiatrists to destroy your life. GOG’s NeW GESTAPO wants to isolate you from your support structure and henceforth, you will find it difficult to distinguish friend from foe and will probably find it difficult to succeed at anything.

You have been placed in one of the most diabolically evil programs in history by perhaps the most evil government in human history which now appears “hell bent” on world conquest for its masters. That’s the really bad news... and it is terrible indeed.

The good news is that knowledge is power. The more we can learn about this insidious program, and the more we share this information with others, the better are our chances to survive personally and collectively and hopefully, to “neutralize” GOG’s NeW GESTAPO by exposing it. Nothing comes from nothing. This diabolical program reflects the diabolical ambitions of our criminal ruling elite who are amply identified on this website. Thus, we must make every effort to expose these people and bring them to justice. In 1926, Maj.-Gen. Count Cherep-Spiridovich articulated a strategy to bring down the “Hidden Hand,” which he identified, as I have, as the Jews/aka Judeo-Masonic-Satanists/the “Synagogue of Satan.” His solution is to bring any one of “the 300” (aka Learned Elders of Zion and the “Committee of 300”) to trial for just one of their myriad crimes. In honest proceedings, their whole criminal syndicate would be exposed for the world to see.

By contrast, most of the “perps” we encounter on a day-to-day basis are probably merely “useful idiots” with little or no understanding of GOG’s NeW GESTAPO as a whole. So please try not to let them push your buttons. Most of them are probably just dupes and many of them believe they are helping to “get the bad guy.”

If you have solid religious beliefs, and particularly if you are Christian, it is probably advisable to continue to grow in your faith in the goodness of God, Jesus Christ, the Trinity, the creation, and human nature. It would seem that, in their own perverted way, through the wicked teachings of their holy books, the Talmud and Kabbalah, our (Jewish and Masonic) leaders are using the Bible as a geo-political road map and we have entered the last days predicted in the Bible.


ETK note: I have made several attempts to devise an apt acronym for the odious global program that we commonly refer to as “Organized Gang Stalking.” This most recent iteration, GOG’s NeW GESTAPO, is appealing because, in my opinion:
1) the name, “Global Organized Gang Stalking Groups’ Neuro-Warfare-Electronic Surveillance, Torture and PsyOp Operations,” describes the nature of the program, and

2) the acronym, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, reveals the identity of the main authors and sponsors of the program, who are principally Jews and Nazis. This power elite is also well described by the term, “Zionazis.” Gog, of course, is a Biblical term that refers to the Antichrist in the last days, whereas GESTAPO was the draconian Nazi secret police of Hitler’s Germany during the Second World War.

A power elite consisting of Jews and Nazis? Huh? These are strange bedfellows indeed. And yet, Cambridge-educated author, Christopher Story, in his book, “The New Underworld Order,” also concludes that “Zionazis” are behind the “Geo-Masonic” New UnderWorld Order.” To understand this apparent riddle, we need to recall that the Bavarian Illuminati, a very powerful Jewish German secret society, developed a plan for world conquest in 1776, which they have been implementing ever since through their secret societies, including Freemasonry. May 1, 1776, also marked the birth of the Rothschild Dynasty, as selected by the so-called “Learned Elders of Zion” (the Sanhedrin) to lead World Jewry in their historic mission of world conquest in order to establish their Universal Jewish World Empire or “Jewish Utopia.” It is a matter of record that many, many of the top Illuminati agentur who have subsequently guided the nations have been German Jews. That story requires another entire article, or perhaps several....

GOG: Biblically, Gog is the Antichrist and Magog is the land where Gog originates. Magog is now identified by some authors as the ancient, pagan kingdom of Khazaria, located south of Russia in the Causcuses. Pastor, author, and former Air Force officer, Texe Marrs, in “The Destroyer; the Antichrist is At Hand” (2016), concludes: “The Antichrist will be a Jew and his religion a form of Kabbalistic Judaism.”

Marrs and others demonstrate through modern DNA studies that the modern Jewish “race” is comprised of about 95% Khazarians of Turkish-Mongolian stock, who converted to Judaism in the 8th through 10th centuries. The Khazars were conquered by Czarist Russia in about 1020 AD, at which time they migrated from Khazaria into what is now Poland, Germany, Latvia, Czechoslovakia and other nearby countries. DNA studies now prove that the “Jews,” including the modern “Israelis,” are, in fact, the descendants of these Khazars. Patrick Henry’s book, “The Matrix of Gog,” confirms that almost all modern Jews are of Khazarian and Turkish DNA and that these “Jews” will fulfill the Bible’s prophecies regarding Gog and Magog.

Ezekial 38 is a Biblical reference to Gog and Magog:

“Son of man, set thy face against Gog, the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal,
prophecy against him. And say, Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against Thee, O Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal…¨

Marrs and others affirm that the Jewish ¨Messiah¨ is the Christian Antichrist and that the Jewish people as a whole may be their own Messiah. The 1888 letter of Jew, Baruch Levy, to Karl Marx underscores this latter point:

¨The governments of people will pass with the formation of the universal republic effortlessly into the hands of the Israelites... Then the personal property of the rulers will be suppressed by the rulers of the Jewish race, who will everywhere govern.... Then the promise of the Talmud will be fulfilled, and when the time of the Messiah has come, the Jews will have the goods of all the peoples of the world in their possession.

.... The Jewish people as a whole shall be their own Messiah.... Its Kingdom over the universe is obtained through the suppression of frontiers.... In this new organization of mankind, the Sons of Israel, who at present are scattered over the entire earth’s surface, will all be of the same race and of the same traditional culture without, however, forming another nationality... successful in laying upon the masses of workers a permanent leadership by Jews.¨

Marrs (2016) summarizes:

¨Gog and Magog, then, are Jews (converts from ancient Khazaria) who first conquer the ¨mountains of Israel¨ and then go on to ¨deceive the nations which are in the four quarters of the earth.¨ Here we see prophesied a militant, reinvigorated land of Israel- today’s nation of Israel, complete with nuclear bombs and other high tech armaments- amply supplied and supported by its global allies- the United States, Europe, and others- deceiving the nations throughout the earth. Through this deceit, Gog and Magog are able to gather them together to battle ¨the Camp of the Saints.¨ This is the remnant of God, the very elect who are not deceived, the people known everywhere as Christians.

This is the momentous, last days battle of planet earth, pitting the evil and mighty Gog and Magog and all their allies against the few who are in the Camp of the Saints and the beloved city. (The Saints are citizens of heavenly, not earthly, Jerusalem). This battle culminates in the destruction of the combined forces of evil as fire comes down from God out of heaven. Then the devil is cast into the lake of fire and brimstone (hell) where he shall be tormented forever and ever.¨

Why should we care about Biblical prophecy? Among other reasons, it appears that our Jewish ruling
elite themselves believe in Biblical prophecy, or more accurately, they believe in their Talmudic and Kabbalistic perversions of Bible prophecy. And history reveals that they have been working for millennia to bring these prophesies to fruition!

GESTAPO: GESTAPO, of course, refers to the Secret Police of the Nazi Regime in Germany under Hitler. Thomas (2011) employs a metaphor from mythology to describe the totalitarianism of the Nazis.

“In Greek mythology, King Minos received a gift from the gods, a perfect white bull. Instead of sacrificing the animal to the gods, as agreed, he substituted an inferior one, and usurped for himself that which came from the gods. Poseidon placed a curse upon the land and Minos’ wife gave birth to a monster, the body of a man and the head of a bull…. Minos creates the monster by usurping power for himself and placing himself above the law. Minos created fascism, the Minotaur nightmare that survives on human sacrifice, the beast that feasts on human flesh- dictatorship. The hero, Theseus slays the beast, destroys fascism and the tyrant, and frees the land from its curse.

What face has the Minotaur assumed in the twentieth century that we would recognize? Nazi Germany personifies the technological totalitarian state and serves as a model. The subjugation of the Weimar Republic began with the creation of private militias, which were used as a springboard to infiltrate the German military, and finally the police forces. The Reichstag fire (like 9/11) was an excuse to seize power and kill those that might stop them. The Night of the Long Knives refers to the creation of hit lists of enemies, and the hunting down and execution of hundreds of internal political rivals, opponents, and potential threats. Once Hitler had crossed the Rubicon of mass assassination, he publically declared his actions above the law. This was the moment of the birth of the Minotaur in the twentieth century. The pseudoscience of eugenics and the dogma of German racial superiority and the theoretical subhuman level of other races was the rationale for wars of annihilation.

Alexis de Tocqueville... perhaps the greatest historian of the age.... Identified the US and Russia as the two emerging world powers and, in effect, predicted the Cold War 120 years before it began. Tocqueville wrote about how the Minotaur would manifest itself in this country (America)... The racial dogma would be replaced by super patriotism and religion. If such a dictatorship, a new Minotaur, should arise here, how would we recognized its form? If the US intelligence services are using state-of-the-art microwave weapons to commit war crimes and are actively subverting the constitutional authority of the Republic and foreign governments, it is logical that a previous pattern of behavior or similar crimes would have been exhibited by these personalities and organizations and by their forbears.”
These patterns were established decades ago with the FBI’s COINTELPRO, the CIA’s MKULTRA, CHAOS, and the Phoenix Program, the U.S. military’s Operation Garden Plot, Cable Splicer, REX ’84, etc. etc.)

For all these reasons, I believe this new term, GOG’S NeW GESTAPO, may be the best acronym to describe this diabolical program. We TIs might derive a ray of hope from the story of the Minotaur too. For the hero, Theseus, found a way to slay the Minotaur and save the kingdom. Perhaps that’s our job. Indeed, we have nothing to lose and everything to gain by wielding the power of perhaps the greatest of all weapons.... the truth.

XI. Post-Script

America has had a war economy, propped up by the “military-industrial complex,” since World War II. Today, having discarded the shibboleth-boogey man of communism, our intelligence agencies have adopted another shibboleth “boogey man;” “terrorism.” The purportedly endless “War on Terrorism” is our new national-organizing principle. But today, the “military-industrial complex” has morphed into a yet larger Behemoth, the “military-industrial-petroleum-academic-media-telecom-hollywood-homeland security complex” (Turse, 2008).

(Of course, to be glib and cynical, we do need some way to keep the American economy going now that the industrial, manufacturing, and farming sectors have been decimated and outsourced. So, perhaps TIs can console themselves with the realization that our participation in GOG’s NeW GESTAPO is helping to support our national economy.)

The atrocious news here, of course, is that our nation is now basically cannibalizing and destroying itself. We are now living through a “second civil war,” a “silent holocaust,” that is imposed from above in which most sectors of society are waging war upon disenfranchised individuals and groups designated as “enemy.” In the process, American citizens are being transformed into psychopaths, hateful monsters, and “useful idiots.” Indeed, we have been and are being “Satanized.”

The symbol of the Oroboros, that of a snake eating its own tail, is quite appropriate here and seems to represent America and its roll in the world today. And there is a greater significance to this symbol. Historically, the Oroboros is an image both of Satan AND his “Chosen People.” The symbol of the Oroboros, according to Marrs and others, is also used by occultists of various Judaic cults, including Theosophists, Masons, New Age groups, etc., to represent the 3,000 year quest of the Jewish people to encircle the world and crush it in order to bring in their Jewish Utopia; Satan’s kingdom on earth.

In “Holy Serpent of the Jews: The Rabbis’ Secret Plan for Satan to Crush Their Enemies and Vault
the Jews to Global Dominion¨ (2016), Marrs proves from the rabbi´s own writings that the Jewish people actually worship the “Holy Serpent,” aka Satan. This tribe has long been referred to as the “people of the Serpent” and their religion, Judaism, as the “Serpent cult.”

Before Hitler there was Hertzl, the Jewish father of Zionism. Long before the toxic notion of German racial superiority was the far greater and more toxic belief in Jewish supremacy. And, of course, the serpent, aka Satan, Moloch, etc., now, as ever, demands human sacrifice. And he and his minions get great pleasure from torture and in winning new souls for their eternal kingdom, Hell.

As revealed in Lina´s “Under the Sign of the Scorpion” (1999), Jewish Bolshevik revolutionary and first Prime Minister of the U.S.S.R., Vladimir Ulyanov (aka Lenin), stated:

“May 90 percent of the Russian people perish if 10 percent will experience the world revolution,”
and
“The people must be taught to hate. We shall begin with the young. The children will be taught to hate their parents. We can and must write a new language which sows hatred, detestation and similar feelings among the masses against those who do not agree with us,”
and

“Dictatorship is a state of intensive warfare,”
and

“We must utilize all possible cunning and illegal methods, deny and conceal the truth.”
Lina (1999) states that (Ulyonov/Lenin)… “introduced logocracy (power through the use of barefaced lies), which became a political weapon.”

Aren’t these very same hateful notions being applied in the United States of America today and in the New World Order’s GOG’S NeW GESTAPO? Certainly, Lenin’s (Ulyanov’s) statements accurately reflect the “logocracy” (of lies and “Jewish fables”) that now controls the United States under Jewish rule.

People must understand that the Bolshevik Revolution was a revolution designed and carried out by World Jewry aka Judeo-Masonic-Satanists aka the “Synagogue of Satan.” We need to remember that, as Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn documents in “The Gulag Archipelago,” the Jew-controlled Soviet government is responsible for the brutal murder and torture of some 66 million white Christians, at least! We need to understand that “Satan´s Chosen People,” the Jews, are now implementing similar goals in America and throughout the world.

Under the subheading “Lenin’s Terror,” Lina (2002) states:
In 1975, a collection of documents was published in Moscow, “Lenin and the Cheka,” which explains that Lenin had adopted the terror methods of Maximilien “de” Robespierre (a leader of the French Revolution)... The Vice Chairman of the Cheka, Martyn Lacis (actually Janis Sudrabs, a Latvian Jew) wrote the following in his book “The Cheka’s Struggle Against the Counter-Revolution” (Moscow, 1921, p. 8): “We Israelites must build the society of the future on the basis of constant fear.” Lenin wrote a letter in 1918, in which he commented upon the critical nature of the situation. It is apparent that Lenin managed to mobilise 1,400,000 Jews, the majority of whom worked for the Cheka. They were given free rein.

Here are some examples of Lenin’s “mild” telegrams in 1918: “A troika of dictators should be established and mass-terror should be begun at once... Full speed to the mass arrests. Execute weapons owners! Begin the mass deportation of the Mensheviks and other suspects.” The executions should be increased! (Collected Works, Vol. 35, p. 275.)

..... Lists of those shot and otherwise executed were published in the Cheka’s weekly newspaper. In this way it can be proved that 1.7 million people were executed during the period 1918-1919. A river of blood flowed through Russia. The Cheka had to employ body counters. According to official Soviet reports from May 1922, 1,695,904 people were executed from January, 1921 to April 1922. Among these victims were bishops, professors, doctors, officers, policemen, gendarmes, lawyers, civil servants, journalists, writers, artists, nurses, workers and farmers.... Their crime was “anti-social thinking.”

Here it must be pointed out that the Cheka was under the control of the Jews, according to documents now available. Much of this was known already in 1925. The researcher Larseh wrote in his book “The Blood-Lust of Bolshevism” (Wurttemberg, p. 45) that 50 percent of the Cheka consisted of Jews with Jewish names. 25 percent were Jews who had taken Russian names. All the chiefs were Jews.

Lenin was well informed about all those serious criminals “Put more force into the terror.... Shoot every tenth person, place all the suspects in concentration camps.”... Lenin incarcerated people without any sentence.

Lenin and his accomplices did not arrest just anyone. They executed those most active in society, the independent thinkers. Lenin gave orders to kill as many students as possible in several towns.... The role of Russian intellectuals in society was taken over by the Jews.

The terror was co-ordinated by the Chekist functionary Joseph Unschlicht. The Jewish Chekists flavoured murder with various torture methods. In his documentary, “The Russia We Lost,” the director Stanislav Govorukhin told how the priesthood in Kherson were crucified. The archbishop...
Andronnikov in Perm was tortured: his eyes were poked out, his ears and nose were cut off.

Compare these crimes with the Old Testament account of King David’s massacre of the entire civilian population of an enemy (”thus did he unto all the cities of the children of Ammon.”) He “cut them with saws and with harrows of iron” and “made them pass through the brikkiln.” … The Jewish extremists’ serious crimes in Russia were committed in the true spirit of the Old Testament (King James’ Bible):

- The god of the Israelites demands the mass murder of gentiles (i.e., goyim = non-Jews), including women and children (Deuteronomy, 20:16)
- Yahweh wishes to spread terror among the Gentiles (Deuteronomy, 2:25).
- Yahweh demands the destruction of other religions (Deuteronomy 7:5).
- The Jews may divide the prey of a great spoil (Isaiah, 33:23)
- The Jews may make Gentiles their slaves (Isaiah, 14:2).
- Those refusing to serve the Jews shall perish and be utterly wasted (Isaiah, 60:12)
- Gentiles shall be forced to eat their own flesh (Isaiah, 49: 26),

...... In Deuteronomy 20:10-17 we are informed that all other nations must work for the Jews if they come into the Jews’ dominion. If they resist, they must be killed and their property robbed. All goyim must be exterminated where the Jews already live. In Deuteronomy 7:16 (King James Bible), one can read the following: “And thou shalt consume all the people that the LORD thy god shall deliver thee; thine eye shall have no pity on them.”

...... As can be seen, Judaism is an extremely racist doctrine. This is confirmed time after time in both the Talmud and the Torah. “Humanity is blessed soley for the sake of the Jews.” (Talmud, Jebamot 63a.) “All Jews are born the children of kings.” (Shabbat 67a.) “The Jews are more agreeable to God than the angels. (Chullin 91b.)... “Only the Jews are called human, the goyim are called animals.” (Baba Batra 114b,Jebamot 61a, Keritot 6b and 7a).

Returning to the Bolshevik terror.... In the beginning of the 1920s there were already 70,000 prisoners in 300 concentration camps, according to “The Russian Revolution” by Richard Pipes at Harvard University, though in reality there were probably many more. It was in this manner that Lenin built his GULAG archipelago.

...... Lenin’s primary goal was to exterminate the most intelligent part of the Russian population. When the giants are gone, the dwarves may revel. The Chekists usually invented the charges against the intellectuals.... Lenin began the persecution of intellectuals immediately after his rise to
power. He made them starve to death or forced them to emigrate, or jailed or murdered them. Thus he gave orders to murder hundreds of thousands of intellectuals.... In this way, Lenin drained the country of its finest minds. Eventually, Lenin managed to purge Russia almost entirely of educated, wise and free-thinking people. The worst began to rule the best of those who were still left. What had been regarded as wrong for centuries now became a virtue.... And Russia was turned into a bandit state.

..... The great author Mikhail Bulgakov... stated... “All has been forbidden. I am crushed, persecuted and totally alone,” he wrote in a letter to Gorky. 13 of Bulgakov’s 15 critics were Jews.

.... The Bolsheviks began manipulating history precisely as it suited them in order to hide their crimes. They presented their “history” precisely as they wished the world to perceive it. That was why the greatest threat to Communism, which was entirely based on lies and fear, were those who bravely dared to speak the truth. Speaking the truth was regarded as anti-Soviet agitation and punished accordingly. During the Glasnost period 1986-1991, such truthfulness pierced the very “heart” of Communism and destroyed it.

Does this hellish environment not sound a lot like the hellish environment that has been created for America today? And for “TIs in particular?

There is a good reason why these words and ideas are considered “politically incorrect” “hate speech.” The reason is that our Jew-controlled American “totalitarian democracy,” just like the Jew-controlled Communist system of the Soviet Union, cannot withstand the light of truth. Thus, our Jew-own government-propaganda system must criminalize any and expressions of the truth and criticism, just as they did during their criminal Soviet regime.

I believe it is imperative for TIs and people of good conscience everywhere to understand this larger historical-spiritual picture. It should now come as no surprise that former intelligence officer, Julianne McKinney, observed that one particular religious group is vastly over-represented amongst organized stalking perpetrator groups, whereas TIs generally tend to belong to other religious groups, particularly Christians. Indeed, for millennia, Jews have worked collectively to destroy their enemies, that is, all non-Jews, and have reserved their most intense hatred for Christians and Christianity. Today, their system of “sayanim” (Jewish secret agents) blankets the world and is supported by rank and file Jews everywhere. The New Testament provides numerous examples in which Jews were involved in the organized stalking of Jesus and the Apostles. Indeed, it appears that this kind of stalking is basically a Jewish phenomena that is now refined and augmented by high technology!
Once we understand that the intelligence agencies (the “cryptocracy”), the corporatocracy, the United Nations, Masonry, Mormonism, Jehovah’s Witnesses, many New Age cults, and major sectors of mainstream Christianity, the Christian Zionists, all function as surrogate fronts for the “serpent cult/World Jewry…” And once we understand the incredible power of the (Jewish) purse, that Jewish international bankers print money out of thin air, and that usury and “funding controls everything,” as per the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,” only then can we begin to grasp the true dimensions of our present challenge.

Akins (2012) puts our modern dilemma in its proper historical context, in my opinion, when he states:

“Jewish Masterplanners were behind the five most destructive revolutions of the past 500 years…. These were the revolutions in England of 1688, in America of 1775-76, in France of 1789, in Russia of 1917, and in Rome with the Second Vatican Council of 1962-65….. There are strong indications of yet another universal revolt underway… What is the Final Phase revolution? Our best research has it that it’s characterized by an international coalition of well-organized… forces deployed on a multiplicity of fronts and all converging as a single mass-mobilization for the construction of the New Tower of Babel…. Crypto-Judaic Totalitarianism and the Universal Satanic Republic…. In a word, their ultimate objective is Jewish World Domination.

….. As we saw in the chapter on 9/11 and the phony War on Terror, Israel was behind all four fronts of that momentous event in our nation’s history: 1) The actual terror attacks themselves, 2) the subsequent cover-up, 3) and both “the U.S.-led military invasions overseas” and 4) the “domestic security state apparatus.”

And let us not forget that the “neoconservative” faction that has formulated the main foreign and domestic policies of the Clinton, Bush II, Obama and now, the Trump Administrations is mostly comprised of Jews and dual Israel-American citizens. Their intellectual and spiritual “godfather” is Leo Strauss, the German Jewish-Nazi University of Chicago professor! His main mentors, in turn, were crypto-Jew Nicolo Machiavelli, author of “The Prince,” and the German Jewish philosophers Hegel, Frederich Nietche, and the Nazi, Carl Schmidt.

Thus, the term “Zionazi” seems to be an apt description of our psychopathic, criminal leadership and that GOG’S New GESTAPO (Global Organized Gang Stalking Neuro-Warfare Groups’ Electronic Slavery, Torture, and PsyOp Operations) is an accurate description of their criminal global organized gang stalking system.

As for the duped and complicit “useful idiots” who comprise most of our neighbors, friends, and family, our job is to try to wake them from their deep slumber before the kind of mass killings of
Russia of a century ago are visited upon America and the entire world.

XII. A Ray of Hope

As a retired geography professor, I maintain five websites: gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com, 911nwo.com, naturalclimatechange.org, sanluisvalleywaterwatch.com, and erickarlstrom.com. Three of these websites, including 911nwo.com, gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com, and naturalclimatechange.org disprove lies and propaganda which are foundational to the establishment of the New World Order. So there can be little doubt just how and why I was originally included on the “Terrorism Watch List.” I would be considered one of the “extra-judicial” variety of TIs.

Finally, I’d like to share the lyrics of a song written by Phillip P. Bliss around the time of the American Civil War (1860’s). While these lyrics indicate how far we have fallen as a nation, they also add a measure of hope and may articulate a viable counter-strategy to GOG’S NeW GESTAPO. The song is entitled “Let the Lower Lights Be Burning:"

1) Brightly beams our Father’s mercy, From his lighthouse evermore. But to us he gives the keeping, Of the lights along the shore.

Chorus: Let the lower lights be burning, Send a gleam across the wave. Some poor fainting, struggling seaman, You may rescue, you may save.

2) Dark the night of sin has settled, Loud the angry bellows roar. Eager eyes are watching longing, For the lights along the shore.

Chorus: Let the lower lights be burning, Send a gleam across the wave. Some poor fainting, struggling seaman, You may rescue, you may save.

3) Trim your feeble lamp my brother, Some poor sailor tempest tossed. Trying now to reach the harbor, In the darkness may be lost.

Chorus: Let the lower lights be burning, Send a gleam across the wave. Some poor fainting, struggling seaman, You may rescue, you may save.
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Recently, a respected doctor in our midst, Dr. Edward Spencer, sent out a clarion call for help to a few trusted and high-profile ex-Government contacts he is in touch with, sharing with them the intense and debilitating directed-energy weapons attacks Dr. Katherine Horton and I have recently experienced, just these past few days, no doubt in brute retaliation for our rather public activism on behalf of all those worldwide who are wrongfully targeted and literally being mutilated by the deadly weapons of Electronic Warfare and Neurowarfare in our neighborhoods—satellites, covert repeaters, covert microwave transmitters, covert transducers, covert antenna systems, portable directed-energy weapons, ultrasonics, infrasonics, lasers, masers, X-rays, in conjunction with covert implants, nanotechnology, and virus-filled aerosols—being used in cowardly, stealth fashion by our “Intelligence” agencies, our “Security” agencies, our local “Law Enforcement,” and our Departments of “Defense”.

Identified as a Global Fascist program of citizen neutralization, extermination, and takedown by traitors within our American, European, and worldwide governments and agencies by several researchers including Dr. Eric Karlstrom, who explains all in this recent interview with Dr. Paul Marko at World Beyond Belief (video link below), it must be stressed that Media and human rights groups still refuse to touch this explosive story, clearly for reason of CIA/NSA control/co-opting and apparent fear of being targeted themselves:
Dr. Katherine Horton, whose recent eloquent, powerful, and direct address to the cowards in high places hiding in “Intelligence”, “Law Enforcement,” and “Defense,” and directing remote-abuse mutilation with high-tech weaponry at defenceless women, men, and children in this video (link below) needs to be spread far and wide, added her voice to Dr. Spencer’s plea to Americans with integrity. Her brilliant analysis of what has happened to our Intelligence agencies and governments, and the Stealth Warfare Nazi process of *Intelligenzaktion* we are currently seeing draws on her own research, background in systems analysis, and incisive insights.
In support of disclosure of these extreme programs of targeting and abuse, Karen Stewart, NSA whistleblower, recently described the vigilante stalking and electronic assault suffered by thousands of innocent Americans in this must-listen interview with Jeff Rense. Describing my own experience of targeting, my discussion of this stealth Electronic Warfare and Neurowarfare currently being waged against all humanity, not just those being blacklisted and targeted by criminals in government, with Dr. Paul Marko can be found here.

This is an urgent appeal to all humanity with conscience: You are being called to become aware, to inform yourself, and to take action. Death squads — in stealth — are roaming the US, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii. People are being tortured. We are, as Dr. Horton puts it, seeing a Global Nazi Extermination Program in action. Ultimately, if we want to tear down this stealth and electronic Death Camp program and prevent it from getting bigger and bigger and becoming an entrenched program of extermination of greater numbers of humanity with remote weaponry, each one of us has to respond now from the power of our own individual integrity.

Dr. Katherine Horton: “The CIA and NSA are currently running effectively a TAKE-DOWN OPERATION on your country.”

As this concerns the single biggest issue in the US and Europe, please take the time to read the rather long explanation below that matches the pieces up.

First of all, let me introduce myself: I am a scientist (particle physicist) and former Research Fellow at Oxford in the UK. And it is true, I am a victim of the intelligence agencies. But I am not in the US. I live in and am attacked in Switzerland and I have already gone to court over it in ENGLAND (see stop007.org -> court case & evidence). That is because the attacks on me started first with MI5 in the UK. They have followed me to Germany and then Switzerland and have been continued by the national agencies there.

1. For you, this is nevertheless important in as far as all the intelligence agencies are now globally FUSED and are not actually under the control of ANY SINGLE GOVERNMENT. This includes your CIA and NSA (regardless of what impression might be given to any oversight committee). I along with several other investigators are now compiling the evidence for this for the upcoming class actions. But it is pretty well established by now.

It might come as a complete shock to you, but the CIA is not actually headquartered in Langley. That is only a branch office, so to speak. Instead, it is headquartered here in Switzerland.
In finance, people already talk publicly about the “One Bank” that owns all large private banks and all the central banks. That is also headquartered in Switzerland. It turns out that the same processes that led to that also led to the intelligence agencies morphing into the “One Agency”. This happened a very long time ago. And the One Bank by now owns the One Agency fully.

2. It is for that reason that the CIA and NSA are currently running effectively a TAKE-DOWN OPERATION on your country. (MI5 does the same on Britain and the German BND on Germany.) It is because the true controllers are not in America. They are headquartered here in Switzerland and their major interests are now in China and India. Or to be more precise: Their business plan is to use China and India to asset strip the US and Europe and then to farm it for resources.

3. So what you are seeing with the “targeted individual” program is actually an “Intelligenzaktion” ([https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligenzaktion](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligenzaktion)). But this time round, it is not just targeted at the elites in America (as it was in Poland in WWII), but at all levels of society. That is so because computer simulations and database maps have been used to produce a social graph of your country to identify the truly integral and instrumental people who can mobilize a community and these people can be found on all levels of society (whereas the top tends to be quite docile).

4. The cartel holders have chosen this form of targeting because it is highly effective in disabling a country and it is completely SILENT. That is because only the people who have done sophisticated data analysis on the full social graph will spot what is so special about the people being targeted. To anyone else, they seem just like a random collection of people, most of whom are not very rich. The overall hostile martial interference from abroad thus remains well hidden.

5. This large-scale take-down program has been brought about by the simple device of over-inflating the intelligence agencies to over twice their size in a very short time period (In the UK, MI5’s budget DOUBLED and their head count TRIPLED after 2003). The CIA and all law enforcement have undergone something similar. When that happens, any agency tries to use up the new money so as to continue getting it in the subsequent years.

That automatically means that they have to hire a lot of people very fast. When that happens, quality automatically goes down drastically. So in other words, we now have 3 MI5s in the UK, two of them effectively staffed by inept idiots.

6. When these two moron versions of MI5, or the CIA and law enforcement are unleashed on the population, they do what all idiots do: pick on the clever ones. They surround them, mock them and
disintegrate them if they can. And that is precisely what you are seeing with the targeted individuals (as Karen Stewart, ex NSA, has rightly confirmed to you). The inanity of the violations against the victims speaks for itself.

What you don't see however, is that every targeted individual has something truly special about them as far as the overall system is concerned. They are in their own way instrumental to the system, but it is so niche and embedded in the social fabric that it is hard to spot unless you have a computer crunching through vast amounts of data to spot the pattern.

Once the truly special ones have been identified by central data analysis (on all your emails, social media, daily movement from phone data etc), the morons can be unleashed and they do the rest until the target is utterly destroyed and hounded to death.

Meanwhile, the elites in America don’t notice that the foundation under their feet has just been weakened considerably. This remains invisible until external pressure is applied.

7. If you want to verify what I am saying, track down who really owns your telecommunications and government data. The large contractors (e.g. Lockheed Martin etc) are in turn owned by the banks, who are in turn owned by the One Bank, which is headquartered here in Switzerland.

8. As a result of this take-down program your intelligence agencies and law enforcement are suffering from two problems:

   (a) The top is in Deep Capture by corrupt forces steered from outside America.

   Some people have mentioned the German black agency DVD, others have mentioned MI6, KGB, Chinese intel – the point is it doesn’t matter which of these you pick, they are ALL ONE at the top by now.

   (b) As a result of the fast expansion, the rest of the agency is awash with total imbeciles.

   This can cripple any system.

9. Due to these problems, the targeted individuals cannot actually appeal to any of the agencies PAID to stop illegal behavior (as one of you rightly demands) because the top is corrupted and most of the others are morons (with some good people interspersed who are stretched by having to lead the morons). Also the real payment is generated by the corrupting entities owned by the One Bank in Switzerland. Who pays the piper picks the tune.
10. Deep Capture in the intelligence agencies and law enforcement is a STATE OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY. That is because:

A SYSTEM CANNOT RECOVER BY ITSELF OUT OF DEEP CAPTURE.

It requires the concerted effort of every last person of integrity inside and outside the system to reverse this.

11. This is why a respected doctor in our midst was right to contact a Congressperson and others he trusts and respects, because ALL OF YOU need to help SIMULTANEOUSLY for this to be reversed.

In essence, what binds you all is your integrity and mutual respect for each other. In a corrupted system that is a currency of gold.

12. It is for these reasons that you were all right at the same time: Under normal circumstances, it would be wrong to bother people outside law enforcement and regulatory bodies with this. BUT THE SYSTEM DOESN’T OPERATE UNDER NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

It operates in a way that is more akin to the Fukushima reactors just before the disaster: all looks fine, but someone is about to set off some hidden nukes around the core and the protective outer structures have already been weakened by the criminals.

Do you all understand?

We don't have time anymore for any of us to say “not my department”. Instead, you all have to rake your brain who YOU trust and can contact to help YOU to help US to help THE VICTIMS.

That’s because, I am not sure if we can stop the nukes being set off near the reactor core, so to speak. (There are some people who are trying to find those “nukes”, but even if they find them, removing them is another matter.)

So the only thing we can do for sure is to pull out the targeted individuals BECAUSE WE KNOW WHO THEY ARE!
Each one of them has some sort of function in the system that is systemically important (with some, it's obvious, with others, it's harder to spot). And we need all of them to be sure that the system can be stabilized.

Also, each one of them has effectively been weighed down by a lead weight. Their current status is far below where they should be according to their drive and ability. It's like holding an inflated balloon down under water by force. If you take the weight off, they shoot up like a rocket under their own inner drive, lifting others up with them. This extra momentum can be used to repair and cycle the system.

It sounds theoretical and esoteric but it really isn't. I had identified a way one can cycle an economy using a system's own inertia back in 2013. I was in the process of trying this out on a small scale by trying to bootstrap a start-up that would be employing this mechanism. That is when I was hit full-whack by the intelligence agencies' take-down operation. I guess they had figured out what I was trying to do before I had understood the implications.

Anyway, bottom line is WE NEED ALL THE TARGETED INDIVIDUALS for this and we need YOU ALL to help us free them from the concentration camps that the intelligence agencies have placed them in.

So, if you have understood the above, please try to come up with something using YOUR OWN INGENUITY to help us. You were contacted because others have identified you as special. So there is something about you that they don't have, that we need and that sets you apart. Try to think what that could be. And try to think how you could use that what is special about you to help to cycle the system.

If you need motivation or inspiration, please have a look at the following:

https://stop007.org/home/life-sign-monitor/

We had to put some of our main leaders in the community of targeted individuals under daily “life-sign monitoring” because of the repeated assassination attempts against them. Ramola, for example, sent a memo to Donald Trump after his inauguration, drawing his attention to the extermination program run against the US population, and was so incapacitated by the microwave assaults that she was bed ridden for a week. When that is done to a person, it really is touch and go if the organs fail or not.

In her case, it’s clear what annoyed the CIA. However, some others don’t even know why the
intelligence agencies keep trying to kill them – they just do. Can you spot the pattern?

*Source, with thanks: Dr. Katherine Horton, Ph.D*
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